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TT' Pr, TjT^ T  ^1.%>J '»/ ^  X'oJ^  
IVielana and Rosee-J.^ treated nitrosobenaene, 051151:0, 
V7ith. phenylnagnesiun "bronide, GgHsJ.IgBr, and obtained diphen^'l-
hj'droxyl aaine, (CoIIojSI-OII. The nitrosobenzene v/as dropped 
into the phenylnagnesirm broraide at a temperature of -15°. 
Reaction: 
0 0 -* 00 ^ oD + 
2 However in a later article the;' state that the above is the 
expected reaction bj conparison of tlae -I.'O group v/ith the 
=C=0 group but that as a rule the reaction does not stop at 
this stage; the R{E')K-0-;.IgZ. is reduced by a second mole of 
R'i%Z and the ox;-gen made available converts the into 
R'OLIgZ: 
R (R' ]u OlJgZ Tc' J.igS — R {R' ) ilLTg}! H' OlsilgX 
The conplete reaction would then be: 
R-I:c -I- K'i:g~  ^ R(R')i<0]^  
R (R' ) irLlgX -f- R' OI.igX 
R{R'}iri.ig}: 4- iioH —> R(R')ini iig(oii)x 
R'CHgS . -f- IIOH ^ R'OH -|- K g { O E ) Z  
In the conplete reaction one molecule of the nitroso compound 
would consume two nolecules of IuiIg}C. 
1. '.Vieland amd Roseeu, 3er. 45, 434-9 (1912). 
2. '.Vieland and Roseeu, 3er. 4H", 1117-21 (1915). 
From our data the above interpretation of the reaction 
does not appear to "be the correct one because: 
(1< In this scheme -nly trro moles of r-=act v.-ith 
one nole of 05115110 v/hile experinental evidence 
shOT/s that three noles react. 
(2) There is always a large anount of diphenyl produced 
which is not accounted for by the above scheme. 
(2) There should be a molar relation betvreen "Dhe anount 
of phenol and the amount of diphenylanine. iji in­
spection of the subsecuent data reveals that the 
amount of diphenjlamine is large and the araount of 
phenol is very small being only that v/hich results 
from the oxidation of the Hllgl by the air and ether 
under the conditions of the experiment. BlanJc runs 
using only the gave the same amount of phenol 
as the reaction mixture. 
from our data the reaction nay be expressed as: 
Q t h i- 0-0 + + 
IiIggCBrg 
The first step in the reaction is no doubt, as .Vieland and 
?:oseeu^ suggest, the formation of the addition compound 
{C5ll5)2K-C-L!g:c which on treatment with vsrater gives 
.;e have duplicated their experiment and obtained the diphe-
nylhydroxylam.ine, (05115)21^011, in reasonable yield. However 
when the dinhenylhydroxylamine was treated with phenylmag-
nesiuia "bromide it consumed three ec-aivalents, the first 
q;j.ite prohaoly forming the sane addition product as results 
from nitrosooenzene and phenylmagnesium bromide, namely 
(C5il5)2l'-C—:.Tg3r. This compound then consumed tv/o more 
equivalents of phenylmagnesium "bromide before £^iving a pos-
itive test*^ for excess H2%Z. The reaction mixture on being 
decomposed with dilute acid and worked up in the usual way, 
as described belov.', yielded diphenylamine [4:0.2-1], diphenyl 
(70.1^j) and a small amount of phenol {1.08 g.) but this 
amount of phenol was shown to be obtained in a blanZ-: run 
when diphenylh;i^droxylamine was absent. 
The reaction of nitrosobenzene also yielded, as 7;ieland 
and Roseeu report, small amounts of azobenzene. Small quan­
tities of p-phenyl diphenyl, { ooo ), not mentioned by 
v/ieland and Roseeu, v^ere also isolated. 
w'ieland and Kogl- treated p-nitrosodimethylaniline 
((CH5) 0) with phenylmagnesium bromide in the hope of 
ob taining phenyl-p- dimethylaminophenyIhydrosylamine 
05" 
"the product was found to consist 
largely of a substance regenerating on decom­
position with water, 2Lnd some (p-(CH5)2ii-^^ )2* 
crude product of the reaction gave with dil. HCl a canaine 
red color. This may hare been due to p-(CH5)2l<-^j^l«E^^ . 
3. Gilman and Schulze, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 47, 2002-5 (1925). 
4. V/ieland and Kogl, Ber. 553, 1798 (19221T 
Also p-tolyl- and ethylna^nesiua broraide reacting v/ith p-
nitrosodimetiiylaniline £^ve p-p'-ainethylaainoazolDenssne. 
p-i:itroso-toluene, {SO), reacting in the cold with 
phenylmagnesiuni broaide gave the expected p-tolyl-phenjl-
hydroic^laaine ) a body very similar in its 
properties to diphenyliiydro2jylamine. 
SXP2HI]fflI«TAL 
52:AG2IGI< or rllTROSOBsHZSmS ATiD imiYLrilAGEESruIv: BRGIIirZ 
The nitrosobenzene {10.7 g., 0.1 aole) was dissolved 
in about 200 cc. of dry ether in a three-neclced flasi-: fitted 
with a reflux condenser, stirrer, dropping funnel and a tube 
for passing pure, dry hydrogen thru the flask. Phenylnag-
nesiun broniide in ether solution vras added drop?/ise irith 
stirring and at the sane time hydrogen was passed thru the 
flask. The heat of the reaction produced a gentle refluxing 
of the ether at first but which was considerably less vigor­
ous after the addition of one-tenth aole of CgHsI/igSr. A 
brov;n precipitate appeared at first which later darkened and 
disappeared. 
After 0.1 mole of G5H5l;igBr was added the reaction mix­
ture gave no test for excess KlgZ; 0.1 mole ciore was added, 
stirred 6 hours and it then gave no test for excess RLIgX; 
0.05 nole more was added and allowed to stand over nig'at 
-5-
after which it still did not show an cxcess; 0.05 laole 
acre was added laaicing a total of approxinatelj 0.3 nole 
(three equivalents) after vrhich the reaction continued to 
sho-!7 an excess of PJigX even after 24 hours stirring. 
The reaction mixture v;as then decoraposed hj the addi­
tion of saall "bits of ice, the ether layer separated and 
I 
dried one hour over GaGlg, filtered and the ether evaporated 
"by water-pump suction at the sane time a slow strean of 
hi'-drogen was passing over the ether. 'The ether vras evaporat­
ed until the residue solidified, then 50 cc. of petroleum 
ether were added and cooled to crystallization in an effort 
to obtain (05115)2^011 but only diphenyl, O5II5-K5C5, separated. 
•Zhe petroleuin ether layer was then extracted with l^aOIi solu­
tion to remove the "ohenol which was se"oarated as tri-bromo-
i 
•ohenol, 5.4 g- equivalent to 1.53 g .  phenol being obtained. i 
" - i 
A blank run to determine the amount of phenol produced in 
GgllsIigBr when subjected to the same conditions (stirring in 
the flasx with 300 cc. of dr^- ether and with a stream of hy­
drogen from the same tanic passing over it) gave 1.53 g. of 
phenol. 
The ether layer was then dried with CaClg ajid drj^- nci 
passed into it to precipitate the (C5H5}2lIHr-HCl, which was 
filtered out. The ether was then evaporated and the residue 
vacuum distilled: 
Fi — 120°-150° most at 130°/ll mm. 10.3 g. (red) 
F2 — 130°-200°/ll aost at 165°/ll an. 1.8 g. (veiy red) 
— ii0O°-E5O°/ll 1.1 g. 
— Residue 1.4 g. 
XT and ^2 red, indicative of azotenzene, were coin"bined 
and dissolved in glacial acetic acid and zinc dust added. 
•The red color was ioDediately discharged, the azo compound 
being reduced to hydrazo compound. The acetic acid was neu­
tralized and extracted with ether, the ether layer separated 
and dried with GaClg ajid dry HGl passed into it to precipi­
tate the hjdrazobenzene hydrochloride which v;as filtered out, 
1 g. "being obtained. The diphen^rl obtained froc the ether 
solution amounted to 11 g. (78.4^:^). 
The precipitate of crude diphenylaraine hydrochloride 
•was treated with IJaOII solution and extracted v;ith ether, the 
ether evaporated and the residue distilled; 
Fraction 1 3.p. 160-170/11 m. 5.6 g." 
Fraction H 170-260/11 m. .4 g. 
Fraction 3 Residue 2.1 g. 
Fraction 1 was diph.enylaaine and melted at 52°. Yield 5.6 g., 
33.1/5. 
lilTHOSOBISZjSK AI^D PHEI^TU.iiGir-i:SIUi;I BROillDS 
Second Run. Ten and seven-tenths grams (0.1 mole} of 
nitrosobenzene, C0Z5SO, were treated v;ith 0.3 nole of phenyl-
raagnesiun bromide, CeHslIgBr, in the manner described in the 
previous experiment. The reaction mixttire was allowed to 
-7-
stand over niglit and was then deconposed the adaition 
of snail tits of ice in sufficient amount to have the 
Hg(OIl)Br reraain as a thic> paste froa which the ether lajer 
was poured off. The ether, after drj-ing for one hour v/ith 
CaClg, was reiaoved "by evapoiration at 20-25^ under a vacuun. 
A reddish oil renained. Addition of petroleua ether at 
first took this into solution but the further addition (50 cc. 
total} threr? out an oil. '!I!he addition of benzene toolc the 
oil into solution "but on cooling an oil was always o'Dtained 
instead of crij-stals of diphenylhydroxyl amine, (C5H5)2l«0H, as 
was expected. Hepeated trials always produced an oil. This 
oil showed a qualitative test for (05115)2^1011 reducing airunoni-
acial Agi;03 in the cold. The oil 7:as separated and the last 
traces of petroleum ether removed under vacuua. lifter keep­
ing for 4 days at a temperature of 0° the material had not 
crystaJ-lized and had shown considerable darkening. 
The petroleum ether layer after separation of the oil 
was extracted with iiaOH solution to remove the phenol which 
was separated as the tri-hroaophenol yielding the equivalent 
of .55 g. of phenol. The petroleua ether layer was then dried 
with CaGl2, and HCl gas passed in to precipitate the diphsnyl-
aciine as the Ij^-'drochloride, which was filtered out and v/orked 
up in the usual manner yielding S.5 g. (20.7>) of diphenyl-
anine melting at 49-51°. (Also a residue of 1.2 g. after 
distillation.) 
-s-
i'he filtrate after rencTal of the (C-H5)2l.'H»ECl v/as 
Tacu"un distilled: 
Fraction I — lEo^-lSC^/lS lani. 7.1 g. 
Traction II ~ 150^-190°/l2 on. .9 5. 
Fraction III' — Residue 1.4 g. 
Fraction I 7/as diphenyl, C5Z5Z5C5, aelting at 69-70°, yield 
7.1 g., 32.7;j. Fraction II on crystallization. froG alcohol 
yielded ahout 0.3 g. of p-phon;/ldiphenyl, 000 • 
Deteminations of the anount of aiphenjl and phenol in 
the original phenylaagnesium "bronide solution from which the 
.5 nole of used in this experinent was taken, gave 
.69 g. diphenyl per 50 cc. (.1 mole) and .15 g. phenol per 
50 cc. (.1 mole) or a total for the .3 mole used of 2.07 g. 
diphenyl and .45 g. phenol. In calculating the yields froa 
the reaction these anounts v/ere deducted frora the amo'onts of 
products obtained. 
RSACTICIi OF E1?B.QS0BZHZZSE AND PiiEITTLlIAGI^ESIUII BUOIIirS AT 2HS 
BOILISa POIM OF STHSR 
The previous experiments having failed to produce any 
appreciable anoxint of phenol and not an entirely satisfactory 
yield of diphenylaaine, this experinent was carried out with 
refluxing of the reaction mixture in an effort to force the 
reaction to yield if possible these products. The yield of 
phenol was still negligible but the yield of diphenylanine 
-9-
was soaev7hat increased under these conditions, 
This run was carried out with the sane equipment as 
the previous ones. The ether solution of 10.7 q, {0.1 nole) 
of nitroso'benzene, CgHoIiu, was heated to "boiling on the water 
bath and phenylnagnesiun oroaide added sloxTly. lifter the 
addition of 0.2 aoles of CsHsMgBr and at the end of 5 hours 
the reaction niixture shoT:ed no test for Pilgi. Another 0.1 
sole C5H5l.";gBr was added, naZ-cing a total of three equivalents, 
and the refluxing continued for a total of 23 hours, after 
which GsHsIsJgBr was still present in excess. 
The reaction aixture was then deconposed with ice, the 
ether layer separated and evaporated as in the previous ex­
periments in an effort to obtain diphenylhj'-droxj'lanine, 
(CsHsjgHOH, but none was secured. She niaterial v;as then ex­
tracted with IiaC'H solution to remove the phenol, v/hich after 
worlcing up in the usual manner yielded .35 g. phenol. 
After the HaOH extraction the ether lai'-er was dried and 
HCl gas passed in to precipitate the {C5H5;2^iH-HGl which was 
filtered out. The free amine was obtained from the hydrochlo 
ride by treating with ilaOH solution and extracting with ether 
The ether was evaporated and the residue vacuum distilled: 
Fraction I — 160-180*^/14 mm. (Llost 165-70°) 7.2 g. 
Fraction II — 130-250°/l4 mm. .9 g. 
Fraction III — Residue 2.S g. 
Fraction I was practically pure diphenyl amine melting at 
51-52°, the percentage yield being 42.6. Fraction II was 
-10-
tarrj and was not v/orked up. 
Tiie filtrate after the reraoTal of {C5H5 )2irrI*lIGl v/as 
freed froa ether and vacuum distilled yielding: 
Fraction I — 120-140°/!^ (-ost at ISO^) 10.4 
Fraction II — 140-200^/14 nm. .7 g. 
Fraction III — P.esidue 1.9 g. 
Fraction I ^ as practically pure diphenyl melting at 5S-70° C. 
The yield after deducting the 2 g. present in the solu­
tion at the start -was 54.5:3. Both fractions I and II ivere 
tinged lightly red due no iLoubt to azobenzene but not in suf­
ficient anount to separate. The quantity of phenol, .85 g., 
is no more than occurs in a blanic run. 
HZACTICII OF ;:i?HOSOBiSZF!IE ?i?I2H PEESYTMAG^SSIul! BR0III3F AT THD 
BOILIIJG PODi? OF BSEZiSS 
Since the yield of diphenylanine V7as lightly improved by 
refluxing the reaction niixture in the previous experiment it 
seemed desirable to try the effect of a still higher tempera­
ture. Accordingly, this reaction was carried out in boiling 
benzene. Instead of obtaining a larger amount of diphenylamine 
than in the previous runs, the yield was much lower, accompa­
nied by much tarry material; the amount of diphenyl xyas about 
the same as in the previous runs but was accompanied by a large 
amount of a very high boiling product; the amount of phenol, 
however, was larger than in the previous runs but this was no 
dou'bt due to the refltccing at the higher teaperature. The 
conclusion is that the higiier teiaperature does not force the 
reaction to yield diphen^'laaine but that it proceeds in a 
different direction or else the hi£;her temperature produces 
interaction of the products, side reactions, etc. 
The ecuipiaent used vras the saae as in the previous runs. 
The nitrosobenzene 10.7 g. (0.1 nole} T?as dissolved in 200 cc. 
of benzene and heated to boiling on a steaa bath. Phenjlnag-
nesiun bronide was added dropv.'ise. id^ter the addition of ap-
prozinatelj O.S mole the reaction mixture gave no test for 
ILVIgl. but after the addition of 0.4 aole, and at the end of 
four hours refluxing, shov/ed the presence of excess 
The mixture was then decoraposed with sufficient ice to 
give a paste of Mg(CII}3r froia which the benzene layer was 
poured off. The phenol was extracted frosi this benzene layer 
with liaCH solution, the solution acidified v/ith HCl, and the 
phenol extracted fron this acid solution with ether which was 
then separated, dried and carefully evaporated to give 5.4 g. 
of crystalline phenol. 
The benzene layer after removal of the phenol was dried 
and then ilGl gas passed in to precipitate the (C6H5)2SH*HC1 
which was filtered out. The free amine v/as obtained by treat­
ing the hj'drochloride with KaOH solution and extracting with 
ether. The ether was evaporated and the residue vacuum dis­
tilled: 
Fraction I — 125-150^/5 mm. 2 g. 
-12-
Fraction II — Resid'u.e 4.7 £-, 
Fraction I v;as practically pure diplienylauine raeltirir^ at 52^. 
Yield ll.o.S. 
The "benzene la^er after the rer^oval oi tlie h^^drochloride 
precipitate '.vas vacutim distilled: 
i'raction I — 125-60°/18 na. 7.4 g. 
Fraction II — 160-250^/S rsin. 5.5 
Fraction III — Residiie 4-S £% 
Fraction I ^lelted at 70° and was practically pure diphen^j'l. 
Total yield, 7.4 g. ; perceitage yield, Z2.o-,l. {Based on one 
mole of diphenyl 'bein5 olitained fron- one nole of nitroso con-
pound, "but deducting 2.4 diphenyl *.vhich v;as present in the 
quantity of Grignard reagent used, before calculating the per­
centage yield.} 
Fraction II was slightly yellowish "broYni in color and 
Tery viscous. It has not yet yielded an identified coapound. 
RSACTIOE 0? IiITR0SQ3SNZSI-i3 AITD PHEIIYI^.aGIISSrJ!;: BEOI'IISK 
This run was made under the saae conditions as the first 
run at room temperature v/ith the exception that a snaller 
aaount of nitrosooenzene was used. The nitrosohenzene, 4.6 g. 
(.042 aole), was dissolved in 100 cc. of dry ether and treated 
slowly with three equivalents of phen;.-lEiagnesiuf:i bromide. The 
reaction niirture was deconposed with 100 cc. of 1:3 HCl and the 
ether layer separated and extracted with 100 cc. of 10)» HaoH 
solution in order to remove the phenol. The sodium phenolate 
-15-
th'u.s remoTed Y;as acidified and tirorainated v^here-apon £.1 of 
tribronophenol, equivalent to 0.6 g. phenol, v/ere obtained. 
Tns ether solution was then dried and filtered and the diphe-
nylaaine precipitated as the h^''drocIiloride. I'his 7/as filtered 
out, treated vrith I-;aOj£ solution and the free amine extracted 
with ether and vacuun distilled, £.E g. (S'3.4,j) being obtained. 
2hs ether filtrate from the amine h^drocriloride was vacuum 
distilled and yielded. 5.1 of diphen;.'l. After deducting the 
1 g. of diphenjl present in the phenylmagnesium bromide solu­
tion at the start this is a ;'ield cf 77^. 
?HE?ARa;ICI^  of a-a-DIPZEi:YLHII>E0XmiIIi:2, ?ROLI i;i-
2H0S022IIZSS J^D PiEIIYLKAGS^SIUK BROMIDE 
Following the directions of '.Vieland and Roseeu^ in minute 
detail using the same amounts, temperature conditions, etc., 
a-a-diphen^lhydroxj.'-lamine was obtained. The compound was prac­
tically white immediately after crystallization and melted at 
60^ {m.p. 60°}. It was placed in a vacuum desiccator; after 
one day the compound had darkened somewhat; after two days con­
siderable decomposition had taken place and later the material 
became liquid; after several days it again solidified and ap­
peared lilce diphenylamine. 
In a previous attempt to prepare diphenylhydros^v-'lamine 
.25 mole of phen^'lmagnesium bromide was treated in the cold 
with .1 mole (10.7 g.} nitrosobenzene. The diphenylhydroxyl-
amine was no doubt obtained but could not be made to crystal­
-14-
lise. i-^ter eiicessive decoapositicn iiad occurred and hope 
Ox obtaining a crystalline compound was given up, the reaction 
r:iixture vjas v.-cr.>ed up as in the previous eisperinents and 
yielded: 
Liphenylanine — 6.1 , n.p. 52-4° 36.1,j 
Liphenyl — 5.5 , m.p. 10^ 27.6;,^^ 
Phenol — .3 g. O.O-a^ 
p-rhenylciphenyl — .2 g., n.p. 205° 
a. jlfter deducting the aaount originally present. 
b. This amount of phenol v/as orir-inally present in the phenyl-
isasnesiun bromide solution. 
HEACTioi; OF a-a-^i?ii::iiYLnYi;RCXYLA:.:ii:z A::? 
BRCIIirS 
a-a-Bipheiiylhydroxi^laniine was prepared by the method of 
v;ieland and Roseeu^ by treating nitrosobenzene with phenylnag-
nesiun bronide. Ihe diphenylhydroxylaraine {S.25 g., 0.05 mole 
was dissolved in EGO cc. of dry ether in a 1-1. three-necked 
flask fitted vvith a mechanical stirrer, refluz condenser, drop 
ping funnel and a tube for admitting dry hydrogen. Phen^'laag-
nesiun bronide was added dropv^ise. The first equivalent (.05 
mole] of CgHsIvIgBr reacted immediately'- on addition, quite pro­
bably replacing the li of the hydroxj'l group by -IlgBr to give 
(CgH^ )2^iO'.IgBr. This compound is the result of the first step 
in the reaction of nitrosobenzene with phen^'-laagnesiuin bromide 
After the addition of 2.5 equivalents (0.125 mole) of C$Il5rIgBr 
-15-
the reaction nixture gave no test for excess at the end 
of S4 hours; an additional 0.025 nole, nazin^ a total of three 
equivalents (.15 aole) v/as added and stirring continued for 
another 24 hours at the end of which tine the reaction mixture 
r-ave only a very faint test for excess CgllsIIgBr. ]?aring the 
first 5 hours the reaction fixture v/as cooled vrith an ice-salt 
mixture; the reaaindsr of the nan v;as raade at roon temperature. 
In a coaparison of these experinents with those of •..'ie-
land and Roseeu it should "be "borne in nind that tliese condi­
tions do :iot exactly duplicate theirs thus introducing a possi­
bility, altho V7e believe it slight, that their representation 
under their conditions ns.j be correct. 
The reaction aixture was then decomposed by the addition 
of 100 cc. of 1:2 liCl, the ether layer separated and extracted 
with liaOH solution in order to remove the phenol v/hich tTas 
separated by brorainating to the insoluble tribronophenol, 3.8 
g. equivalent to 1.08 g. phenol being obtained. In a blank run 
nade under similar conditions to determine the amount of phe­
nol formed from the trace of oxygen in the hydrogen (tanjc hy­
drogen was used) and from the oxygen of the air that ca^ie in 
contact with the during its preparation and transferal 
to the reaction mixture and from the ether, 1.15 g. phenol was 
obtained- !I!his makes it quite improbable that an^- of even the 
small amount of phenol ^ vhich was obtained cane as a reaction 
product of the (CsH5}2i'0H "^be CgK^'tgBr. 
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The ether layer after the removal of the phenol v7as 
dried with I'.agSC^ and treated v;ith dry HCl v/hereupon o £. of 
diphen^rlaaine hydrochloride vrere precipitated and then filter­
ed out. The ether layer was then evaporated and the residue 
distilled: 
Fraction I — 250-275° — 5.1 g-., ra.p. 65-70° 
Fraction II — 275-310° — £.3 g. 
Fraction II T^ras treated ^rith ether-IIOl and .3 g. of hydrochlo­
ride precipitated; this 7/as filtered out and the ether evapo­
rated leaving a residue of about 2 g. which nelted at 68-70°. 
This was corabined v.*ith fraction I and distilled; 
Fraction I — B.p. 250-60° — 5.4 g., a.p. 69° 
2his niaterial was practically pure diphen^rl nelting at 69° and 
giving a mixed melting point with pure diphenyl of 6S°. Yield 
70.1>j. 
The combined anine liydrochlorides {5 g. and .3 g.) were 
treated V7lth liaOIi solution, the amine extracted v;ith ether, the 
ether dried over IIa2SC4, evaporated and the residue vacuun dis­
tilled: 
Fraction I — 160-2°/ll mm. — 3.4 g. 
This material melted at 51° and gave a mixed melting point of 
52-53° with pure • diphenylanine. Yield 40.2,"-. 
-17-
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Room 
Temp. 
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Amount 
• C^-d^zQ 
Used 
1C.7 g. 
.1 nole 
10.7 g. 
.1 aole 
10.7 g. 
.1 aole 
• "i " 
-Lo', 
.1 aole 
4.6 g. 
. 045 z^ole 
10.7 g. 
.1 Liole 
.-j::0ujit 
6— 
Used 
.0 taole .5 dole .5 aole .4 laole .15 aole .25 r..ole 
Obtained 
v 5-^5 ^ 
5.6 g. 
00 • 1 Vo 
5.5 g. 
20.7 ;i 
7.2 g. 
42.5 
2. g. 
11.8 -0 
2.2 g. 
56,4 > 
6.1 z. 
c/o» jl JO 
^ o 11.0 gt 
60. 'p 
7.1 s-
52.7 
10.4 £. 
o4.0 
7.4 g. 
52.7 >3 
5.1 g. 
77.0 
5.5 g. 
27.6 
G6H5OH 
1.55 g. 
.0 > 
.55 g. 
p i-
.U 
. 85 g. 
.0 ^  
3.4 g. 
note d 
. 5 
.0 fs 
.5 g. 
.0 
HeaarZ-cs 
I\ote a 
Saall 
ant. of 
Azoben-
zene 
Small 
ant. of 
000 
Ilote b 
ijote c ITote e 
i:ote f 
-IS-
ux\ X,r;n i I•• t ± 
(a). !Zhe nuLitier of grarris listed in each esperiaent is the to­
tal quantity of coa?o*anu obtained froLP. the reaction niz-
ture. 2he percentage yield, hovvever, is not calculated 
on the basis of this number of ^rans because both uiphenyl 
and phenol are present in the phenylna^nesiuin bronide solu­
tion. -The ouantity of diphenyl present in an ether solu­
tion of phenylaagnesiun broaide prepared in the usual ws^-
v/as found to be approximately 0.6 g. per .1 DOle C5H5.M52r; 
using this figure as a basis for calculations tiie quantity 
of diphen^'l present in the 'G^rignard solution used v/as de­
ducted froQ the quantity isolated before figuring the per­
centage yield. The percentage yields v/ere calculated on 
the basis that one niole of nitroso compound produce^, one' 
mole of diphenylamine and one aole oi diphen^-1 thus: 
+• 3 "H ^ CC5H5)£l;Ii-|-
-f- :ig(0H)3r 
Zlica^iple: In experiment III, page 9, 10.7 g. (0.1 aole) 
C5H5l;=0 reacting v/ith 0.^3 mole GgHoI-.igBr produced 10.4 g. 
There v;as present at the start in the 0.5 cole 
of GsII^'IgBr, Z g. C5H5H;5C5 (deterained by analysis of an 
alicuot). Then, 
—~ — = 54.5;^ yield of diphenyl# 
15.4 
Llkev;ise, about 0.15 g. phenol per 0.1 aole C5ll5}.lg3r 
is also present at the start, ^his quantity of phenol is 
increased S02iev;ha1; depending on the conditions under 
TThieh the reaction is carried out. Elan> runs under the 
specific conditions of the experiment were i;iade to aeter-
nine the exact quantity of phenol resulting fror^ oxidation 
(b). ^ he lov/er yields in this experiaent are no doubt due to 
the reaoval of the oil v.'hich \ras hoped v;ould yield crystal 
line (05115)21^011. 
(c). 'Zlhe diphenyl was tingea slightly red due to asobenzene but 
sufficient quantity ;ras not present to aalce separation ad­
visable. 
(d). See page 5 for a aiscussion concerning; the phenol. 
(e). A snail amount of p-phenyluiphenyl v:as separates irom the 
fraction v.'hich passed over iinnediately follov/ing the icain 
fraction of diphen^/l. There v:as probably a small aeount . 
present in all of the runs. 
(f). The nitrosobenzcne used in all of the experioents except 
I.'o. Y T/as obtained from the liastraan ICodalc Company and ;?as 
purified by vacuun sublination. 
i-'iSCvJSSxOxi 
In all of the experiments on nitrosobenzene the end pro­
ducts have been diphenylaniine and diphenyl, '.Then the reaction 
goes to completion. If only one equivalent of phenylma^rnesiuia 
broaide reacts a-a-diphenylhydrox^-lamine, (0^115)2^011, is ob­
tained. Snail amounts of azobenzene as a side product are ob-
taiiied in each case. 3:aall aiaounts Oi phenol have teen ob­
tained but this has been shov/n to result fron the e:cposiire of 
the HV'gX "CO oxidation under the conditions of the experiaents. 
It has been shor/n that nitrosobenzene reacts Tjith three ecuiva-
lents of phenjlr-ia^nesiu:-! bromide; furthermore that 
\7hlch results fron its reaction with one eauivalent reacts Th'ith 
three equivalents of the first equivalent quite pro­
bably forcing (Cglio jgliOr.IgBr vj-hich is the conipo-ujiti resulting 
also fron the action of one equivalent of G5?l5!Ig2r on 051^51^3, 
and the second and third equivalents going to fora (G5H5)2-h-: 
and (C5H5)2.^ 
Consequently, the follov;ing- course of the reaction as 
suggested bj '.vieland and Roseeu^ does not appear plausible; 
i:=o :ugBr :n-o-HgBr - i;-i,;g3r 
0  - ^ 0 0  - ^ 0 0  ^ - 0  
J, HCH ^ IIOH 
iiOii I«H CH 
00 00 O 
This scheae reacts only two raoles of Q^il=^3r with one of 
C5ll5i»'0; it makes no provision for the large quantity of di-
phenyl isolated in every case; and the quantity of phenol iso­
lated froa the reaction mixture is no more than occurs in a 
blank, r^in from the phenylmagnesiuri broaids T;ithout using the 
nitrosobenzene. Furthermore, diphenylhydroxylaaine which is 
the product of the first step in the reaction reacts with 
three equivalents of C^H^LIg2r forcing diphenylaaine and dipheny 
-Sl­
it appears that the nitroso ^roup "behaves as a negative 
srcup, orienting, on halogenation and nitration, to "Che ortho 
and para positions^. Fron this vre eight v.-rite the strucoure 
— " 0  
of nitroscbenzene as in v;hich the nitrogen atcn 
has a pcsioive valence of two and a negative valence of one. 
The reaction^ Liight then "be T/ritten: 
+;ig+-2r -:>J-0-+Iie+-Br i;OH 
0 - 0 00 cSb 
+- O + -^sOBrg 
+i:sBr 
+Ic+-IlS+-Br hH 
In diphenylaicine the nitrogen at012 no aoubt lias a nega­
tive valence of three (-xl-). Then in the traiisforrnation of 
nitrosobenzene to diphenjlaiaine the nitrogen aton shows a 
drop in valence of four froni to (-K=j. In bringing 
about this transformation with CsHolIgBr three caoles are re-
(^uired 77hich consuae this change of four in valence of the 
nitrogen atom thus; 
-•^5 ligBr ^ i^-ii ^ 
-t- S 0 " S2°Sr2 
5. Ingold, J. Oheni. ooc, 127, ilo (192i3}. 
6. In this coniiection it is noted that Stieglitz and Curae, 
3or. 46, 911-20 (1315) and Gxirme, J. /j.-. Chen. Soc., 2>d, 
1145-T5 (1S15) have postulated the radical Phl^ a>id its 
condensation to PhI»=SPli. 
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consusies 0 
ccGsunes 4 
C? p-i:i=rHCS0-DIlSTEYLAi:iLI:;2 A^ I 
?iilirrl:iagin:siini bpoiVii:}!: 
First I^ arL. In order to tr^ - a different and nore stable 
nitroso conpoimd nlth Hllgl, p-nitroso-diE>eth2,'laniline 
(p-{CIl3)2l''-C-sH4lI=0) was treated v/ith plienylsagnesrain tromide 
p-i:itroso-diaethj.'laniline (15 g., 0.1 mole) was treated 
in the usual way v/ith phenylmagnesiua oromide. The reaction 
laixture gave no test for excess HllgX after the addition of 
8-^  equivalents "but after 2 equivalents continued to give a 
test even after 4S hours. 
The reaction nixture was decomposed with dil. HCl, the 
ether layer separated, the water (acid) layer then treated with 
I'lH^ Cl and IiH40H and then extracted with ether which extract was 
added to the first ether layer. "This coiahined ether layer v/as 
then extracted with i^ aOE in order to remove the phenol. The 
phenolic extract v/as lost oy accidnnt. 
iThe ether layer was then dried with :^ *a2S04 and dr;^ '- MCI 
passed in whereupon a large precipitate of amine hydrochloride 
cane down. The precipitate was "black and tarry. The ether 
was poured off from this precipitate and evaporated, leaving 
-S3-
a residue which on Iseing aistilled yielded Z . o  (£4.7,^ ) of 
diphenyl, 2.p. G9-70^ . 
The precipitate of anine hydrochloride v/as treated ;vith 
I.'aGH sol\ition, extracted with ether, vrhich v:as evaporated off 
and the residue vacuuzi distilled: 
— E20-230°/l0 iiri. — C.6 (tarry) 
Fg — 2o0-E60°/7 nin. — 2. g. (tarry) 
— Residue 6.5 g. 
c/ ' 
It V7as believed that Fraction 1 contained the a;nine., 
n-iZE'yApl'l: it was left in an ice "box [temperature 
-1*^ ) for one v;ee> but did not crystallise. It gave the fol-
lo^ srin-s color tests for the asine: 
(1) (ci:5)2i^o:.'ho-hci > siue"^ 
(2) ^ce3 ^ 
0^^ 0 O-
kM '"j 
O 8 Yellow-red 
Attempts at crj'-stallization from various solvents have not 
yet yielded the material in a cr^ -stalline form. 
TiZkCiioii of p-i;i2hoso-3l-.s2irn,a:^ilii:s ASD 
• phssyiilagitlisruic brcialds 
Second Run. (At the Boiling Point of Ether;. Due to the 
loss of the phenol fraction in the previous run (it vras expe-
7. Fisher and "tValker, Ber. 21, 2612 (1888). 
8. Piccard, Jean, 3er. 46, To45 (1913). 
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ciallj desired to detenaine T/hetiier anj considerable amount 
of phenol ^ as fomed) a second run was nade. Also, due to the 
lo;7 yield of the diphenyl (E4.7,j) and to the character of the 
amine fraction it was tielieved that the reaction had not gone 
to conpletion. Accordinfrlr the reaction '.yas carried out v7ith 
refluxing of the ether. 
fifteen grans (0.1 aole) of the nitroso conpound v/ere 
treated r;ith S equivalents of GQE^ .lgBr and refluxed in ether 
for 40 hours. 5he reaction mixture shov/ed excess Rl-ig" present. 
The mixture was decomposed •vrith v/atcr, the ether layer separat­
ed and extiracted with l.'aOH to remove the phenol which was sepa­
rated as tribromophenol yielding 1.01 , eq^ uivalent to .£9 g. 
phenol. This amount of phenol compares v;ith the amount origi­
nally present in the HUgTI shovring that phenol is not a reaction 
product. 
The ether layer was dried over night v.'ith ;sa2S04 and dry 
HCl passed in isrhereupon the solution T:as very pink at first. 
A "black, tarr^ " precipitate of amine hydrochloride came dov/n. 
The ether layer v/as poured off and the diphenyl obtained from 
it amounted to 4,E g. (27.3,j yield, m.p. 63-9°, b.p, 250-5°). 
The amine iiydrochloride vvas treated v;ith ITaOH, extracted 
'A'ith ether and sublimation attempted but this failed. Steam 
distillation ras next tried but this also failed. The entire 
product "sras then vacuum distilled boiling at 190-2'90°/3 mm. 
dissolved in C£H50H and crystallization awaited. Up to the 
present time the material has produced only an intractable oil. 
-Z5-
RSiiCTIOIT OF V'i:i^ROSO-ZIi:ZI}iYLS^lLlliL A5i: 
?HSJYII::agissiui! BHOIIIBS 
ghird r^ uji. (In Boiling Toluene). The previous run hav­
ing failed to give a good yield of diphenyl and of the amine 
this run v;as nade in "boiling toluene. Fifteen graras (0.1 raole; 
of the H-I-!=0 compound v;ere treated with t;vo equivalents of 
G5il5llg3r in ether. The reaction mixture g:ave no test for excess 
HT.lgX. A third equivalent of was then added and the 
ether boiled off on a steam hath and then 200 ce. of Cirj toluene 
added and refluxed for S hours. The reaction mixture then gave 
no test for excess Hl.igjl. It \vas decomposed with il20, the tolu­
ene layer separated end extracted with I;aCH to remove the phenol 
which was separated as the trioromophenol giving 2.5 g. equiva­
lent to .71 g. phenol. 
The toluene la^ rer -was then extracted with 1:3 HCl to remove 
the amine. The solution turned very red, indicative of the 
amine, p-(GH2)2^ "^C5K4-ICKG5ll5. A tarry substance separated in 
the bottom of the HCl extract. This was perhaps amine hydrechlo-
ride and was treated with SaOK and extracted vrith ether, the 
ether evaporated and alcohol added in the hope of obtaining cry­
stalline araine but the material gave only a thick oil. 
The red HCl layer was treated v/ith iced IcaOH solution, 
compound separated and was filtered out. It gave a red color 
on treatment with IIGl; it was very blacic, tarry and leather-like. 
Attempts at crj'-stallization from various solvents produced only 
tarry material. 
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Tlie toluene layer after extraction of the basic raaterial 
yielded 3.4 g. of diphenjl, neltin.'^  at 69-70°. 
RHACTIOi: 0? p-iilTRO-rnCTilYI::!!:!!!!:!: h2Z ?ii;:::YL-
liaakesiitcl 
p-i:itro-diinethylaniline, p-lCK^ lg^ -^Cgii^ -IIOg, [16.5 g;., 0.1 
nole) Y/as dissolved in 500 cc. of warm toluene and treated vv'ith 
4 equivalents (0.4 niole) of C5ll5:.:er3r and stirred for G hours-
The reaction nixture was then decomposed with IlgO, the toluene 
layer separated and extracted v/ith 2o^ o KCH to remove the phenol 
\7hich was separated as the tribroiaophenol, 16.4 g. equivalent 
to 4.4 g. (47.9^ o) phenol, bein^  obtained. 
I'he toluene la^ rer v;as then extracted T;iuh three 100 cc. 
portions of 1:1 liCl. A large amount of blacZ-t, tarry material 
separated and stack to the sides of the flash. ?his "vras sepa­
rated, dissolved in and v;ashed from the flask v;ith acetone, the 
acetone evaporated, the residue treated vrith KaOI-I, extracted 
v;ith ether, the ether evaporated and the residue vacuum distill­
ed, boiling at 210-60^ /3 mm. The distillate weighed 5.6 g. 
Attempts at crj^ stallization have yielded only an intractable 
oil. 
'The acid extract vras neutralized trith ITaOH whereupon a 
precipitate of perhaps p-(Cil5;2l<*C!5H4*ITKC5H5 came down. It was 
filtered out and unsuccessful attempts made to crystallize it. 
The toluene layer was then evaporated and 5 g. (32.5-3) of 
diphenyl, , b.p. 2o0—55®, obtained. 
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I suijiiASY .0? 3XPEHIL2::TS OI: p-::ITROSO-I;IHJ:TKYI/J:ILII:S P-:;ITEO-
: 2i:.2thylai;ilii;2 
I i?A3LIl II 
-;0. 
& Compound Used 
G-raas 
and 
I.'.oles 
of Conp. 
Moles of 
Products Obtained 
and Yields 
2 Adine w 5 
1 
22 
P-(CHS}2:^ .C6H4.5=0 
(in ether} 
15. g. 
.1 mole 
.3 lost 5.6^  
26.4-;o 
5.8 
24.750 
2 
23 
p- (C115) gli • C giU. L'=0 
(in boiling ether) 
TI T? 29"^  
•f-t 
a 
^. 2 
27.2^  
3 
25 
p- 1. ^ 113 y gi, •5ii4• ii-o' 
'{in boiling toisene} 
TJ TI 
.71° a 3.4 
22.1>^  
1 
26 (in toluene) 
15.6 g. 
-1 nole 
4 4.4 
47.9^ 0 
5.6^ ® 5. 
32.5^  
HOTES 05 2/iBLi: II 
a. Believed to be p-(CIi5)2li-G6H4-IJ:'IC5H5 from color reactions 
out has not jet cr;,'-stallized. 
0. 'i]his aaount of phenol compares \7ith that originally present 
so that none cane from the reaction. 
c. This larger amount of c5h5oi1 is probahly due to refluxing in 
toluene. 
d. Compound was not very soluble in ether. 
e. Does not include all fractions. 
DISCTJSSIOIJ 
All of these runs give rather xmsatisfactory results in 
the following sense: 
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; (1) She anine (if foraed) is apparently forced in poor yield 
together with nnch tarr;r side reaction or decon-oosition 
7 product. The amine is reported as yielding needles from 
ligroin, a.p. ISO^ . 
(E) The yield of diphenyl is nnich lower than that obtained 
froa nitrosohenzene. 
Hov;ever, the results do shovj- that phenol is not a reaction 
product froc the nitroso £:270up and that the nitre ^ roup gives 
phenol equiralent to only one of its oxygen atoms. Altho the 
i 
! amines from "both the p-nitro- and p-nitroso-dinethi'-laniline 
i have not yet crystallized they are of the same character. The 
i amount of diphen^ l^ is also about the same in each of these cases. 
' It is asain noted that the only annarent difference be-
; tv7een the nitroso and nitro group is that the nitro group yields 
in addition phenol equivalent to one of its oxygen atoms. 
If an explanation is sought for the difference in reaction 
; between nitrosobenzenc and p-nitroso-dinethylaniline it nrast be 
 ^ remembered that (1) nitrosobenzene is rather unstable (2) is 
very easily oxidized to nitrobenzene (3} is not formed from ni-
: trous acid and {4} shoT7s peculiar orientation. The different 
properties of p-nitroso-dimethylaniline make it possible that 
its difference may be due to its different nitroso group. This 
: difference might be es^ ressed thus; 
ciis cils 0 
-sr=o v 
- P, 
-2S-
THE D? OH&AIxO:iAGi:SSIU:: V/IZH JJiC-
IIATIC ITITRO-GOIIPOinDS 
Comparatively fev/ studies Iiave been nade on the action of 
the Grignard reagent on nitro-conpounds, and in those which have 
beer made considerable difference in the end products and in the 
course of the reaction has been reported. 
o 
Zvloureu"' obtained -^diethylhydroxylanine by the action 
^ i 
of ethylmagnesiun iodide on aayl nitrite and nitroethane. Levrad 
studied the action of alkylzinc and ali^ 'lnagneeiua iodides on nit' 
rous acid esters and on nitro-paraffins, ile found that the zinc 
alicyl usually eaployed in the preparation of ^  -dial^ -lh^ '-droxyl-
anines can be advantageously replaced by zinc or nagnesiun alicyl 
iodides \^ men nitrous acid esters are used but not when nitroparaf-
fins are used. .Yith the nitro-paraffins the reaction follov/s t^ 70 
courses, the PJ-Igl adding to the enolic form of the nitro-coapound 
in two ways, producing in each case a -diaHcylhydrox^ 'lanine, 
the one containing only one alisyl group derived from the HllgX 
used, the other containing two. 
locitsch^  ^treated phenylacetylenemagnesiua bromide with 
nitrobenzene in ethereal solution and found that a compound was 
formed which, when decomposed i?ith -cT-ater, yielded a hydrocarbon 
of the formula snd melting at 87-88.5°. The constitution 
of the hydrocarbon was not determined, ive have repeated this 
S. luoureu, Gom-nt. rend. 152, 3S7 (1901). 
10. Bewad, Berl SOesTrso?}. 
11. locitsch, J. Huss. ?hys. Chcm. Soc. 55, 555 (1905). 
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experiment and fo'ond that the hjrdrocar'bon vras, no douht, di-
phenyl-di-aeetylene, CsHsCsC-ClC'GgHs, n.p. 8S°. 
12 Gddo investigated the action of ethylnagnesixm iodide on 
nitrobenzene. He foiind that upon the cautious addition of ni­
trobenzene to a well cooled ether solution of ethylaagnesium 
iodide, a yellow conpound, C;gilsK{0 ) (lit)0~gl, fras precipitated, 
but on the further addition of nitrobenzene the precipitate sud­
denly became dar}: brov/n. The yellof; compound gave '^ rith pyridine 
an' additive compound CQZiQC2irs>l£;Iand also, v:hen decomposed 
vrith water, gave ethylaniline and a red uncr^ 'stallizable oil, 
with an odor suggestive of almonds. This oil was not investigat­
ed beyond separating it into three fractions. 
Pickard and Kenyon*^  ^in a short note give the results of 
some preliminary experiments on the action of organonagnesium 
halides on aromatic nitro-compounds. Ihey state that p-nitro-
toluene reacts very vigorously with organomagnesium halides in 
ether solution forming an indefinite amorphous yellow compound 
which, vrhen treated with acids, yields principally p-nitrosotolu-
ene, p-tolylliydroxylamine, p-p'-azosytoluene (probably by the 
interaction of the tv:o former compoujids), and p-toluidine. This 
note has never been followed i^ ith the details. 
Nitrosyl chloride^ "^  (iSOCl) vapors on being passed into 
phenylmagnesium bromide and the additive product decomposed v:ith 
IS. Cddo, Atti. R. Accad. lincei 1904 (V) ^  ii 220. J. Ghem. 
Soc. 1904, I, 862. 
IS. riclcard and llenyon. Pro. Chem. Soc, loS (1907). 
14. Gddo, Gazz. chim. ital. 39, I, 559-61. G. A. _5, 586 (1911). 
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vrater yielded nitrosobenaene. Ilie inost obvious representation, 
i:OCl+ I^gBr,^  0°"^  ::s3rCl {1} 
of this reaction, ajid as given "by Oddo, is probably not the 
correct one because the nitrosobensene as fomed vrould react 
readily v/ith the unused phenylnagnesiun broniide. Perhaps the 
raechanisn may be expressed in this manner: 
ci-!:=o 4-/j^asr ci-:^-o-::s3r ci-i;-gii ^ , hci (ii) 
In this connection also it nay be noted that nitroxyl clilo-
ride (ii02Cl) and nitrotyl bromide^  ^(ITOgBr) reacting rrith phenyl-
nagnesixun broraide do not yield nitrobenzene as might be esipected 
by reasoning from analogy to L'OCl thru, reaction I. It yielded, 
hov/ever, diphenyl and chlorobenzene, or bromobenzene. 
iritric oxide^  ^on being passed into phenylnagnesium bromide 
foras an additive product and appears to act as if it were di-
nolecular, ITgOg, yielding after decomposition with water, p-
phenj'-lnitrosohydroxylaaine thus: 
K£C2 -t- fh I^ r —^  0E-K(Ph)-0-HgBr Oi:-i;(ph}-OH 
liitrogen dioxide^ (I'Og) yielded 3-3-dieth^ '-lhydroxylamine 
{(02H5)2^ 'OiI) with ethylmagnesium iodide but with phenylmagnesium 
bromide did not yield the expected diphenylhydroxii'lamine ^ 2^ ^^  
but yielded phenol and unidentified material. 
15. Zusl-:ine, Bull. soc. chin. 187 (1925). C. A. 19, 1245 (1925). 
16. Sand and Singer, Ann. 229, 190-4 (1905). 
17. Wieland, 3er, 56, 2515"^  (1905). 
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1 s Ho re recently Hepv/orth has investigated the action of 
aethylnagnesi-uzn iodide and ethylraagnesiiin bromide on the sinple 
nononitro-aroraatic cocipotLnds: nitrobenzene, o- and p-nitrotolu-
enes, and a-nitronapthalene. In his experiments, the G-rignard 
conpo-ond v;as not prepared sepa3:*atel7, b*j.t a mixture of nitro­
compound and al>yl halide, diluted -with ether, was added drop by 
drop to 7:eil cooled ether containing magnesium povrder, the rate 
of addition of aagnesium pov/der being such as to keep the magnes­
ium in excess throughout the reaction. In this v/ay it was found 
that the rate of the reaction betv/een the nitro-compounas and 
the Grignard reagents could be controlled fairl;- easily, provided 
that the flask in ?;hicii the reaction was carried out vvas cooled 
in ice. 
liepv?orth, using nitrobenzene and methylmagnesium iodide or 
Et:»IgI, confirmed the existence of compounds corresponding v/ith 
the compound, 0=i;(Ph) (Et)0-r.IgI, reported by Gddo {loc. cit.). 
It is said that these compounds are pale yellov/ and are best 
formed when the ratio of nitro-compound to alkylraagnesium halide 
is about tv/o to tliree; on keeping for a few hours they become 
dark brown especially if the temperature is allowed to rise. On 
decomposing the yellow additive compound with water, methylani-
line (or ethylaniline}, and azobenzene, together with luichanged 
nitrobenzene were reported to be the principal products of inac­
tion. 
18. Hepworth, J, Chem. Soc. 117, 1004 (19S0). 
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It was also found that eth^ '-liaagnesiun broiaide and aeth^ 'l-
Eiagnesius iodids reacted in a sinilar -.Tav v/ixli p-nitrotoluene, 
Y.-ith the fo2:^ ation of eth^ l-and aeth^ -l p-toluidine and 4:4'-
aaotoluene. .Vith o-nitrotoluene the analogous o-aerivatives 
e^re foraed. .Vith a-nitronaplithalene moderate quantities of 
nethyl- and ethyl-a-naphthjlanines and saall quantities of a-a'-
azonaphthalene vrere reported, "nder the conditions of these ex­
periments the formation of nitroso coapounds, h^ -drox^ -laniine 
derivatives and azo^ cj coapounds v/as not observed. 
3ddo (loc. cit.} has suggested a possible mode of reaction 
to account for the formation of eth;/laniline fror. nitrobenzene. 
According to his v-iev.', the primary reaction nay be irritten as 
follows: 
051151:02 •f" 2t!.-gl ? -f -  h2o 
St ^ O-Llgl 
( I )  
oaht .0 csh5 /•^ oahs -
^ 4-H2O -Ii2C 
St OH St ca ^ Et 
(II) (III) (17) 
Eepworth taxes exception to the above nechanisa T.T:*iting: "!rhe 
experimental evidence \7hich Oddo brings forward, and has now 
been confimed, certainly justifies the foraulation of compound 
I, but the formation of ethylaniline (IT) "by the intermediate 
formation of III is open to question. There seems to be no ob­
jection to postulating that compound II loses oxygen directly 
•with the formation of eth^ '-laniline (17). ITo compound analogous 
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to II is >ri.o;cn, so it is inpossiule to spea]: v.'ith anj degree 
of certainty as to its "behaTicr. At the sane time, the loss 
of oxygen from such a compound is no no re renarka'ble than the 
loss of carnon dioixide in the conversion of the simple monocar-
Doxylic acid into the corresponuin^ r hydrocarbon, the mors so if 
one accepts, what is probably the case, that compound II is very 
unstable and u^st as lihely to lose oxygen as compound III is to 
lose v;ater. In either case compound II must lose oxygen prior 
to its conversion into eth;'-laniline. The production of the 
other secondary bases may "be accounted for in an analogous man­
ner. 
"It is noy? necessary to account for the formation of azo-
compounds T?ithout postulating; the formation of nitroso-compounds 
or hydroxylanine derivatives during the course of the reaction. 
In this connection it is interestin£^  to compare the action of 
excess of G-rignard reagent Y.'ith the esters of the simpler car-
boxylic acids and •rlt'n the aromatic nitro-compounds. In the 
former case the course of the reaction is as folloTrs: 
_ /dig:. /oh 
i-c=c -h ^ h-c-h' h-c-e^ iigo ^ 
i i ' i —  ^ ( 
OH OH R' R' 
( I )  ( I I )  ( I I I )  ( I T )  
"In the case of the aromatic nitro-compounds, the reaction 
may "be represented as follows: 
^^0 ^ > toil ' i^oh 
R' R' 
( I D  ( I I I )  ( i v )  
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"iTro raolecules of III aay be oondensed 'with, the prinary 
production of one nolecule of an aso-compound and four mole­
cules of L:g{0S)3r, or, on the addition of water, a coapound of 
the type 17 nav "be nonentaril^ r fomed, two molecules of v/hich 
lose four aolecules of alcohol to 2^  azo-coapound. At the 
; saae tiae, the intermediate fornation of a compound such as the 
: latter v,'ould "be expected to give rise eventually to a diallcyl-
• aniline oxide." 
i<either of these proposed taechanisas of the reaction ap-
' pears to represent the entire course of the reaction "oecause: 
(1) The sechanisn for the formation of the base represents onlj 
one aolecule of FJIglv reacting Tivith one raolecule of nitro-
i 
I conpound to forni the amine; and represents only two mole­
cules of PllgZ reacting with one of nitro-conpound to fom 
azo-conpound. xhen under conditions in ivhich both aaine 
and azo-conpound are fomed, one nole of nitrobenzene -would 
I always consune less than t\70 moles of PJigl. Sxperiaental 
evidence sho\ts that four moles of Fi'gX react with one of 
nitro-compound. 
(2) neither mechanisia talies into consideration the formation of 
R-r: compouna which is alv/ays obtained froa the reaction in 
large quantity v;hether an aliphatic or aroaatic Grignard 
compound is used. lior can the presence of this H-F: compound 
be attributed to its formation as a side product in the Grig 
nard reaction altho a small quantity is so formed. The Grig 
nard reagent was prepared separately and the quantity of R-R 
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as well as the present in it deternined. The quan­
tity obtained fron the reaction nixtirre is raanjr times as 
much as is present in the Grignard reag:ent solution. In 
those reactions in which the R-S coapound is a £;as large 
q^ uantities are evolved during the course of the reaction 
v/ith the nitro-compound. 
(5) Gddo's nechanisn aakes no provision for the formation of 
ROrl—alcohol or phenol as the case naj "be. Hepworth's 
r.echanisd linics its foraation v/ith the formation of azo-
compound. large quantities of rt:0il are found ?v-hen the quan­
tity of azo-co3ipoiind is quite snail. 
The reaction of phen^ '-lmagnesiun "bronide on nitrobenz'ene 
and subsequent treating ivith v/ater na;' be summarized in the fol­
lowing vray: 
T.02 iigBr H£0 on 0  4-4- 0  —  
•This, no doubt, in this case and in similar cases represents 
the main course of the reaction altho some side products are 
formed. However *vith different rcigl compounds considerable dif­
ference is noted. ?or example with benzylmagnesium chloride 
E-I:'-di-benzyl-rI-:i'-di-phenyl-hydrazine, (Cq1I5'CK2) {G5II5) K-S-
(G 6H5) (CH3G 6ii5), is formed. 
It also appears that the reaction does not proceed in well 
defined steps producing intermediates which are increasingly re­
sistant to attack by PJigX but on the contrary these intermediates 
are more susceptible to attac5c than the nitro—compound, '.Then an 
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insTixficient amount of to complete the reaction is added 
to a cuantitj of nitro compound, snail asiounts of all of the 
end products of the reaction aje isolated together v/ith unat­
tached nitro compound. 
It should be renieahered that the conditions ooth as to 
teaperature and quantity of reacting constituents used "by Cddo 
and by llepworth are different froa those used in these es^ ieri-
sents •which fact nay not entirely exclude the possibility of 
the correctness of the former. 
5ZPSRI1SIIT All 
OF iTITH0B2i:212}:3 \;iTH EROLIIDS 
•The nitrobenzene (24.6 g., 0.2 mole) was dissolved in 
200 cc. of dry ether in a 1-1. three-necked flas]^  fitted with 
a mechanical stirrer, a reflux condenser and a dropping funnel. 
FnenyIraagnesiua bromide, CgHsI-IgBr, in ether solution was added 
dropwise with stirring and the reaction mixture was cooled v/ith 
running water. Four-tenths (0.4) moles of C5?l5!igBr were added 
within one hour after which-a small portion of the reaction 
1 9 
mixture when removed gave no test for HHgX; 0.2 moles more 
CeHsHgBr (making, three equivalents) were added and the reaction 
mixture gave no test for HHgX for 5 hours; 0.1 mole more was 
added and the reaction mixture then showed no excess CsHsBIgBr 
after 12 hours; another 0.1 mole was added and this reacted 
19. Gilman and SchTilze, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 47, 2002 (1925). 
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v/ithin 24 hours. The total quantity of C6H5lI<g3r added was 
apjroxinately O.S noles, 4 ecuivalents, and the total time of 
the reaction was 42 hours. Previous experiments had shown 
that the addition of more C5li5lIgBr than, this amount produced an 
excess which alwa^ rs renained. 
The reaction mixture was then decomposed "bj the addition 
of 300 cc. of 1:1 HCl. !I:he ether layer was separated and ex­
tracted ^ 7ith two 100 cc. portions of 10,3 SaOH in order to- remove 
the phenol. The combined IlaOH layer was acidified with IICI and 
p O 
the phenol extracted with ether and distilled, 15.5 (76.;;5} 
boiling at 180-2°, being; obtained. 
The ether layer was then dried for 3 hours v/ith ira2S04, fil­
tered and dr^ '- HCl passed into it in order to precipitate the di-
phenylamine as the h^ .'drochloride. The crude hydrochloride was 
filtered out and the amine set free by treatment with KaOH solu­
tion. The amine v/as then extracted with ether and purified by 
O / 0 
vacuum distillation, boiling at 175-8 /20 mm. and melting at 50 . 
V;hen mixed with pure diphenylamine the material melted at 52°. 
The yield was 19.5 g. (57.7;^ ). 
30. The number of grans listed is the total number of grams iso­
lated from the reaction mixture. The percentage yield how­
ever is not calculated on this listed number of grams because 
the GgKoL^ gSr solution used contained approximately O.G g. 
diphenyl and 0.15 g. phenol per 0.1 mole KLlgL, These amounts, 
both of diphenyl and phenol, per 0.1 mole of Rligl used were 
deducted from.the total number of grams isolated before cal­
culating the percentage yield. The yields were calculated 
on the basis of the following relation: 
heo2 -t- 4 h'ligx —7 (r){r')i>h 4- r'oh r'-r' 
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I The ether filtrate froa the hydrochloride precipitate, 
i 
icontaining the diphenyl, etc., T^ as then evaporated and the re-
: sidTie distilled: 
Fraction I — 240-75° — 25.5 p;. n.p. 63-7° 
Fraction II — 275°/740 na. to 250°/50 ma. 9.2 g. 
Residue 4. g. 
i 
Fraction I was redistilled and the diphenjl boiling at 
 ^ 252-6° collected. This fraction v/eighed 21 g. and nelted at 
: 69-70°. The residue 3»ras added to Fraction II "both dissolved in 
I 
j 
i "benzene and drv :iGl again passed into the solution to nake sure 
; that the amine was completely removed. !Io precipitate came dov/n. 
j  ^  ^ . 
I The benzene was evaporated and the residue vacuun distilled: 
I Fraction I — 120-60°/7 an. — 4.5 g. 
Fraction II — 160-200°/ 7 na. — 6.2 g. 
Fraction I on crystallization from alcohol yielded 3 crops*" 
of diphenj'l which together weighed 2 g. Fraction II on cr2"stal-
I lization from alcohol yielded 1 g. of p-phenylbiphenyl, P-C5H5* 
C5E4*C5E5, m.p. 203. The residues froa these crjrstallizations 
were combined and fractionally stean distilled whereupon 1.5 g. 
of diphenyl were obtained. The total auantity of diphenyl, 
po 
GeHs'HsGs, obtained was 24.5 g. (64.5-0) 
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Tis h::actioi7 or o-hitsotcluei^s v/ith phssylr i^AOKBsiD:.: bhoiudi: 
A reaction analogous to this one has "been' carried out "bj 
"i Ilepworth-® trho treated the ortho and para nitrotoluenes with 
ethi''lnagnesiun bromide {the ethylrnagnesiun "bromide "being pre-
 ^ pared in the presence of the nitrotoluene hov/ever] and o"btained 
ethjl toluidine (approxinately 20,a ^ ield) and azotoluene, 
i In the present experiment the phenylmagnesiun "broraide was 
prepared separately and its strength estimated and then a Icnovm 
quantity added to the nitro compound with stirring and reflux-
j ing. The follo-ffing products, -^ ith their percentage yield, ;vere 
o"btained: o-tolyl--Dhenyl-anine 59.;'j, diphenyl 72.7;o, phenol 
i j 74.5;«, p-phenj'l-diphenyl .5 g., (and a residue, very tarry and 
! not distillable under 500° at S nm., 5.4 g.). 
i [ 
' "he o-nitrotoluene (13.7 g., 0.1 mole) v/as placed in a 
; three-necked flask fitted with a stirrer, dropping funnel, and 
I reflux condenser, and 100 cc. of dry ether added. !i:he ether 
i solution of phen^ '-lnagnesiun bromide vras added dropwise and at 
I 
the same tine the air was kept swept out of the flask hy a cur­
rent of pure dry hydrogen. The addition of the G-rignard reagent 
produced a vigorous reaction giving sufficient heat to boil the 
ether rapidly. However, after the addition of two molar equiva­
lents the reaction 7;as no longer vigorous nor was much heat pro­
duced. During its addition small amounts of the reaction mix­
ture were removed at intervals and tested for the presence of 
excess phenylmagnesium "bromide. 
After the addition of appro^ i^iaately four aolar equiva­
lents (0.4 laole) it did not show an e:rcess of phenjLma-jnesiun 
fcronide hut after the addition of .5 Liole and at the end of 48 
hours an excess r/as present. I'he ether was then evaporated off 
and replaced with "benzene ;vhieh was then reflused for 24 hours 
"but at the end of this tine the reaction aiizture still yielded 
a test for excess phenylraagnesiua "bronide. 
The reaction mixture was then decomposed with EOO cc. of 
1:1 HGl and extracted with ether. The ether la^ j-er was then ex­
tracted with 200 cc. of 10;j i:aCH to remove the phenol. This 
IvaCK extract was acidified and "broainated whereupon 27.8 g. of 
trihronophenol, equivalent to 7.9 g. of phenol, were o"btained. 
Yield^ ,^ 74.5>5. 
The ether layer was then dried with KagSO^ , the ether and 
"benzene evaporated and the residue vacuum distilled. 
Fraction I — 125-50*^ /3 na. (nost at 125°) 24. g. 
Fraction II — 150-225°/3 am. 4.2 g. 
Fraction III — 225-90°/3 mn. 2. g. 
Hesidue 5.4 g. 
Fraction I was dissolved in alcohol and ahout 15 g. of 
diphenyl crystallized out. The mother liquors were oily and 
would not yield aore crystals even on cooling with ice. The 
alcohol was evaporated off and replaced with dry ether and then 
dry hydrogen chloride "bu"b"bled into this whereupon about 10 g. 
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of o-tolvl-phecyl-aaine h^ iirocliloride precipitated. This 
uras filtered out, the ether eTaporated off and the snail re­
sidue distilled. It vras almost entirely diphenjl. 
Fraction II on cr^ 'stallizinc from alcohol ^ .'ielded 0.5 
of p-phenylbiphenjl laelting after two crystallizations at 203° 
(205°). The alcohol vras replaced v.'ith dry ether and dry HCl 
buVoled into the solution in order to precipitate the arsine 
hydrochloride, v/hich ^ as filtered out, and then tlie filtrate 
added to fraction III. 
Fraction III dissolved in ether, vras treated T!?ith ilGl as 
above and a snail additional aaount of the amine hydrochloride 
obtained. The raother liquor Tras evaporated and about 2 r, of 
an intractable oil remained. 
The combined precipitates of anine h;,''drochloride were 
treated with ITaOH solution, the free phenyl-o-tolylaaine ex­
tracted vTith ether, dried ??ith IlagCOs and vacuua distilled boil 
ing at 204°/l5 am. Yield 10.8 g. (59.^ )^. 
The total quantity of diphen^ '-l obtained 7;as 14.8 g. v;hich 
after deducting 3.5 grains originally present in the phenylaag-
nesiun bromide solution is a 5'ield of 72.7j^ . 
rsactioe 0? p-ljite0tcnn2ts with pe3tyl!l\aiihsiuz.-i brcliils 
One-tenth nole (11;.? g.} of p-nitrotoluene was treated as 
in the previous experiment with an excess (.6 mole) of phenyl-
magnesiuia bromide in ether solution T?ith stirring, and during 
the latter part of the reaction, with heating on a steam bath. 
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ihs reaction fixture xvas decomposed the addition of 
300 cc. of 1:1 iiCl, the ether lajer separated and extracted 
with IvaOII solution to remove the phenol. This extract was aci­
dified and the phenol broainated and separated as tribronophenol 
20 27.8 £. eoijiivalent to 7.9 s* phenol, being obtained. Yield , 
14,^. 
The ether layer v;as then dried witli I'a2S04 and dr^ r hqi 
passed in to precipitate the phenvl-p-toluidine h^ '-drocJiloride 
but it caae do-CTn in such a tarry condition that it seemed inad­
visable to separate it. Consequently the free anine v/as libe­
rated bj the addition of HaOH solution and the ether la^ /er sepa­
rated, dried and, after renoval of the ether, vacuum distilled. 
Fraction I up to 140°/S am 18.5 g. u.p. about 62° 
Fraction II 140-200®/2 mm 10.3 g. m.p. about 80-3 
Fraction III 200-250^ /c mm 1.8 g. 
Fraction 17 Residue 5.1 g. 
Fraction I was dissolved in ether and ICl passed into it. 
A small amount of amine hydrochloride precipitated and vras fil­
tered out. -The filtrate was evaporated and yielded 16.6 g. of 
diphenyl. Yield, after deducting 5.6 g. originally present and 
adding 1 g. obtained later on v/as 14 g. (90.9^ ). 
Fraction II was dissolved in ether and IICl passed in as' 
above. A large amount of amine hydrochloride was precipitated. 
This was filtered out and added to that obtained from fraction 
I, the two weighing 11.6 g. This was treated with IlaOH solution 
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and the free ajtiine extracted ivith ether and vacuum distilled 
lioiling at 215^ /15 :nn. a:id nelting at 87°. ]?he vield was 8.7 
(47 • 070} • 
:Dhe ether filtrate from the hydrochloride precipitate was 
evaporated and left a residue of aliout 2 grans. 'Ihis v;as dis­
tilled and 1 gran of diphenyl obtained. The residue was added 
to fraction III ;vhich was dissolved in ether and drj ilCl passed 
in but only a vei;>'- snail anouiit {.2 q.) of anine hydrochloride 
was thrown dov;n which was very black and tarr^ '- and was dis­
carded. The ether was evaporated and replaced with alcohol, 
from which about 1 gram of p-phenyldiphenyl crystallized v;hich 
after a second crystallization melted at 203°. 
TZ3 RSACTIOIm 0? o-i:iTR0T0LU3i:E T/ITK AH ESUFFICIKrIT QXJAITTITY 0? 
PHSIIYIiaaHSSrJI! BRCiilDS 
In an effort to isolate, if possible, intermediate pro­
ducts in the reaction of the 'G-rignard reagent upon nitro com­
pounds, o-nitrotoluene was allowed to react with insufficient 
quantities of phen:,-linagnesiua broQide to carry the reaction to 
normal completion. I«o v^ ay was found possible to stop the reac­
tion at an interaediate stage. 
It seens that once a nitro-cocipound molecule is attached 
the reaction on this proceeds to completion before another 
nitro group is attacked. As the quantity of IC^ gX was decreased 
all of the reaction products continued to. be produced altho in 
decreasing amount, and the quantity of unattacked nitro con-
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pound increased. Ilo-j^ ever, there v/as a rather sharp decrease 
in the quantity of diphen^ l. 
One-tenth nole (15.7 r.) portions of o-nitrotoluene -rrere 
allowed to react in the usual v/ay 7.'ith .2 cole, ?.'ith .2 nole 
and -vrith .1 nole of phenylnagnesitin cronide and the reaction 
nixture v/orJced up in the customary manner. The quantities of 
the products isolated in each case are listed in the follov.'ing 
table. 
2A3I3 II 
REAC:i?IOII 0? o-KITROT-QLUlS^ ii V/ITii TiU^ YIITG AIIGUII^ IS 0? PH 
IILSIUi: 3R0MII5S 
Moles of 
CgEsiigBr Used 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 
Iloles of 
o-CKs-CgEd-IIOs 
0.1 
13.7 g. 
0.1 
13.7 g. 
0.1 
13.7 g. 
0.1 
13.7 £. 
G-rans of 
o-CHs'CgKA'SfOg 
Recovered 
.0 .0 2.7 
19.75r 
7.5 
54.7;f 
Obtained Grains 
and 5© C5H5OE 
7.9 
74.5^  
7.86 
78.8>i 
4.97 
4S.7^  
3.52 
So.S^ /S 
o-CH3«C6S4.i;H C6H5 
10.8 
59. jS 
9.7 
55.^  
4.4 
24.^  
2.2 
12.^  
CsHS'CSES 
14.8 
72.7^  
4.7 
18.8^ 6 
3.7 ^ 
16.2^  
P-C6H5.C6H4.C6H5 .5 .1 
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nttt t?t^ 4 t "r^ d a^''^t>vt'tt^t'^v "^t; tit a ^  ^'tc ttt t'*nt 
3TH2R SOLUTIOI? 
t a The experiments of Hepvrorth-^ ° on the reaction of sthvl 
•bromide (and methyl iodide) and masnesiiim on nitrobenzene were 
carried out at low temperatures, the Grignard compound being 
formed in the presence of the nitro compound and yielding: the 
secondary amine (C5H5IIH G2H5) and azobenzene. 
Our recent experiments in which the organomagnesium ha-
lide was prepared separately and added to the nitro compound 
v/ithout external cooling did not yield azobenzene. -iccordingly, 
it was undertaicen to determine whether this was due to the for­
mation of the in the presence of the nitro compound. 
Three attempts were made to carry out the present reaction 
in the cold (-15°) as Ilepworth did with nitrobenzene, ethiri 
bromide and magnesium but in all cases (even with activated 
magnesium) the reaction did not proceed after being cooled. 
This may be due to the lesser activity of bromobenzene with 
magnesium and to the peculiar sensitiveness of the reaction. 
The low temperature conditions having failed the reaction was 
consequently carried out without cooling under which condition 
it proceeded smoothly. 
Eight-tenths (0.8) moles of bromobenzene and 0.8 moles of 
magnesium reacting on 0.2 moles of nitrobenzene produced 9.5 g. 
(28.1)i) of diphenylamine, 8.8 g. (46.Sj?) of phenol, IS.7 g. 
(64.;3j of diphenyl, .5 g. of p-phexiyldiphen^ -l, and .5 g. of 
aniline, but no azobenzene. 
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A three-necked flask was equipped i^ ith a stirrer, reflizr 
condenser-, dropping f\umel and a tube for passing pure dry 
hvdrogen thra the flask. There vras placed in the flask IS.4 g. 
laagnesiun. Then about 25 cc. of dry ether a:id 5 coc of brono-
benzene ;7ere added and the Srignard reaction started. The re-
liainder—after removing the above mentioned 5 cc.—of the 
125.6 g. (0.8 mole) of bronobenzene was nixed with 24.5 g, 
(O.E nole) of nitrobenzene and 400 cc. of drj' ether and added 
dropwise. A vigorous reaction ensued causing; reflir-iin^  of the 
ether. The raixture of bronobenzene, nitrobenzene and ether was 
added within three hours and the contents of the flask then re-
fluxed for tv;o hours and finally deconiposed with 400 cc. of 
saturated • 1:11401 solution. The ether layer was separated and 
extracted with I.'aOII solution to renove the phenol Virhich was 
broninated to tribroaophenol yielding 51.1 q, equivalent to 
8.8 g. phenol. 
The ether layer v;as then dried v;ith :x'a£S04 and HCl gas 
passed in whereupon an abundant precipitate of hydrochloride 
"ivas thrown dovrn. The ether solution ^ ras poured off from this 
and the precipitate treated vrith IJaOK solution and the free di-
phenylaraine extracted with ether and vacuun distilled, lifter 
removal of the ether, 
Fraction I up to 140°/2 sEi. 5 g. (liq. ) 
Fraction II 140-80®/E ran 9. g. n.p. 50-1° 
Fraction III 180-225°/2 nm 
Fraction I? Residue 
1.5 g. (tarry) 
6.2 g. 
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?T3.QZlon. I Yielded th.e color "oest for aniline y/itii CaOClg 
out no derivativ-e f/as prepared. Fraction II was practically 
pure diphenvlaaine melting at 50-1°. 
The ether sifter the removal of the amine was evaporated 
and the residue vacuum distilled: 
Fraction I — 110-30^ /1 mm 18.7 £"• ni.p. 57-9° 
Traction II — 130-203°/l mia o.l g. tarry 
Traction III — Residue 13.6 g. 
Fraction I v;as practically pure diphenyl. Fraction II 
on crystallization fron alcohol yielded an additional 1 rram of 
diphenyl and about .5 g. of p-phenyl-diphenyl melting at S05 . 
All solutions throughout v/ere very olacjc and tarrj- indicat­
ing decomposition products perhaps )2l>CiI and its decomposi­
tion and condensation products. 
I!his method of carrying out the reaction possesses some 
inherent disadvantages •«hich make it unsatisfactory. It is not 
possible to tell just hov; much organomagnesiun halide takes 
part in the reaction nor hov much diphenyl is formed in the 
Grignard reaction alone under these conditions. ;j.so the finely 
divided magnesium may have some reducing action. 
It should be noted here that no unchanged nitrobenzene v/as 
recovered v;hile Plepworth reports the recovery of unchanged nitro 
compound. However he usually used only from 1^  to Z moles of 
RZ per mole of nitro compound. 
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••Jhis experiaent v/as nade as an application oil ohe reac­
tion to tlie preparation of certain secondary aaines. It is 
belie^ -ed that this nethod conpares favorably -.vith the other 
nethods of preparation. 
Triedlander prepared phen^ 'l-a-naphth^ r'lamine by heatin£; 
for 9 hours at 280°, a-naphthol (1 mole), aniline (2 moles} and 
CaClg (1 nole). 2he reaction nass was tz-eated with dilute HCl, 
extracted -with I.'aOrl, steam distilled and the distillate crj'stal-
lized froci petrole'on ether and then frora alcohol. 2he yield 
Y.'as 2o.5)«, n.p. 60°. 
22 Girard and Togt prepared -she product by heatinp; a-naph-
thylanine with aniline li^ v'drochloride at 240 ; Streiff^  ^prepared 
it by heating a-naphth^ rlacaine hydrochloride with aniline; Knoe-
venagel"- used iodine as a catalyst in its preparation from a-
p r 
naphth^ rlanine, aniline and iodine , 
26 2x Katayaraa , in working over the nethods of Friedlajider 
23 
and of Streiff , with a viev; to improving the yield, found 
Friedlander's the better of the tv-'o. lie found that by heating 
the naterials for 10 hours at 300° in an autoclave a-naphthyl-
phenylaraine was produced in 64,a yield. His improved method 
21. Friedlander, 5er. 1^ , 2077 C . B S Z ) .  
22. :iirard and 7ogt,Jali'esbericht , 1871, 713, Bull. soc. chir.TS 
23. Streiff, Ann. 209, 152. 
24. yjiovenagel, Z. fur ?ra3tt. Chem. (2) 3, 14, 17, 20, 
C, 1914 I, S92. 
25. r.. S. P. 241853. C, 1912 I, 178. 
26. 11. ICatayaua, J. Ches. Ind. Toicyo 20, 353 (1917}. 
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is: ::eat a-naphuliol •! !uole>, aniline (2 ncles; and calcium 
chloride (1 aole) in an autoclave at 300° for 10 hours. 'ireat 
the reaction product \7ith ligC to reaove the CaClg, v;ith jlCl to 
reiaove the aniline, 7;ith i:aOZ to reaove the a-naphthol and 
vacuum distill the crude product in a current of H2 or GOg. 
By the reaction of phen^ linagnesiun "broaide on a-nitro-
naphthalene, phenyl-a-naphth;:laniine v/as olstained in a 35.0^  
Q 
y i e l d ,  m e l t i n g  point 60 . Altho this ;,'ieid is lovr no doubt it 
could be £jreatl7 iaproved and -he product obtained is quite 
good. 
procedure 
a-i;itr©naphthalene (17.3 g. , 0.1 aole) vras dissolved in 
IOC cc. of dr;; ether contained in a three-nec'ced flas5: fitted 
v/ith a stirrer, reflux condenser and a dropping funnel. Phenyl-
aagnesiua broaide (.7 mole} T;as added thru the dropping funnel 
T:ithin the course of 1.5 hours. The reaction nixture became 
rery dark. It •eras allov/ed to stand overnight and then decoaposed 
by the addition of a saall aaount of water. The ether layer was 
separated, dried v;ith IlagSO^  and dry HCl passed into the solution 
whereupon 14.3 g. of aaine hydrochloride \7ere precipitated. This 
-v7as filtered out, treated with KaCH solution, extracted with 
ether, the ether evaporated and h^e anine vacuua distillea, boil­
ing at 240^ /S5 ran. After crystallization from petroleum ether a 
beautiful product was obtained aelting at 60*^ . Yield 7.S g. , 
35. 
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;j2 inspection of the preceding data shows that ti:e only 
difference in the end products obtained fro.'n nitrosobenzeno 
and nitrobenzene is ohat the nitro coaoo'Lind yields phenol 
ecuivalent to one oxygen atom from the nitro group. The 
yields of amine and diphen;/! are practically the same in each 
case, rrora this and from the close relationship of the nitro 
to the nitroso group it appeared that the nitro group Trhen re­
acting v;ith ?J-Igh raigiit pass thr^ j. the nitroso (or potential 
nitroso) stage. Several attempts have been cade to obtain 
nitroso compound fron nitro but so far without success. Hovr-
ever, the ezperinents have not been exhaustive. In this con­
nection it is interesting to note that nitrcsobensene is not 
obtained froa nitrobenzene by direct reduction, llso that JIOCl 
T7ith G5II5jLlg3r yields nitrosobenzene^ '^  while j'OgCl with GgK5lig3r 
1 ^ does not yield nitrobenzene-*^  but yields diphenyl and chloro-
benzene. 
Aa?7S!?TS TC BR2PAR2 FHOLI ATS 
?h2i:yu.iagi:2siux: bhoiii^z 
One-half nole (61.5 g.) of nitrobenzene was treated v^ ith 
one niole of C5ll5:.Ig3r. The reaction mixture was decoaposed v/ith 
dilute nci and the ether layer separated and extracted with 
SaCH to remove the phenol of which 17.7 g. were obtained. 
The ether was then evaporated and the residue subjected 
to steaa distillation whereupon IS g. of. unchanged nitrobenzene 
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v;ere obtained. There vras no indication of nitrosobenzcne. 
liie vield of plienol on the basis of the nitrobenzene that 
reacted T.?a3 55.2;^. Jron this and fron the several ezcperiments 
v,-ith o-nitrotolnene it appears that the formation of phenol 
occiirs in an early stage of the reaction. 
SeTeral other attempts v;ere made to obtain nitrosobensene 
b;,- Tarv-in.fr both the ratio of nitrobenzene to rj.'g-" and also the 
tenperature. Ihins ivere made both ••.•ith and v/ithoiit coolinf-. 
;J!ter the slo^v addition of the C5H5ll£;3r the reaction i^ixture 
Y/as decoaposed v/ith dilute ilCl and the entire arr:oiint steam dis­
tilled, In no case vras the green vapor of nitrosobenzene ob­
served but in one run the nitrobenzene passing over had a faint 
green color. 
Tiiin^in.? that the failure to obtain nitroso compound aay 
have been due, in part, to the instability of nitrosobenzene^v.-e 
trhcn • atte-apted to prepare a nore stable one, naaely, p-nitro-
sodimethylaniline. p-I-;itrodiraethylaniline (16.6 , 0.1 nolc) 
in benzene solution v:as treated v;ith one-tenth nole of C6H5-'-o2-
as above. The reaction mixture v/as decomposed with :i2C, turn­
ing very red, the ether-benzene layer separated and extracted 
\7ith IlaCir to rsnove the phenol. The ether-benzene layer vras 
then cooled in an ice-salt bath ^ Thereupon 7.S g. (47;S) of un­
changed p-nitro-di:aeth;vlaniline crystallized out. The mother 
liquor -sras then steam-distilled. The organic matter was ex­
tracted froa the distillate with ether. This ether solution 
was then extracted with dilute ilGl in order to separate the 
nitroso compoiind, if present, from tlie diphen;/!. On trsatin.j 
this acid e:'tract with i;aOH solution anC crystallizinsc the 
precipitated product onl'j p-nitrcdiaeth;;,'laniline v/as ot^ained. 
j-xiiti lulii jj Lj: 1 
-%t-r. topnt3-l-^t''7':^*"'v 
i:^tilo]:ug2ich 
locitsGh (loc. cit. ] treated phenylacetvleneniaignesiuri "bro-
nide v:ith nitx-o'cenzene and reported the formation of an uniden­
tified hydrocarbon of the fcmiula C^gHio melting at 37-88.5*^. 
Ilis experiment was repeated with only the express object 
of showing that this compound was, no doubt, di-phenjl-di-
acetylene, C6E5G5G-C5C-V5H5. 
Phenylacetylene, 051150=011, ^vas prepared bj heating beta-
97 
oroaostyrene, C5H5CH=0H-Br, with solia KOii . The phenylacet;--
lene (10.2 5,, 0.1 mole) \7as run slo^rly v,'ith '.varaing- and stir­
ring into 0.1 mole of Oglioligl in order to form the phenylacety-
lene^iodide. The ethane was given off slowly and at the end of 
the reaction there were tv='o layers. Then nitrobenzene (12.o Z' 
0.1 nole) was run slowly into this with stirring for five hours 
The reaction ::iisture was then decomposed with ailute :£C1, ex­
tracted with ether and the ether layer steam-distilled. The 
ether passed over cuiclcly ana then 3.S (vTeighed after subse­
quent fractionation) of unchanged nitrobenzene and then 1 g. 
of 0521501=01-11 (n.p. 76^). (Identified by nixed nelting point 
27. Hessler, Z ,  ^Ira. Ohen. Soc. 44, 425-6 (192E). 
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Ox ail authentic speciaen prepared according to the method of 
Peratoner^^). i'his latter compound vras produced frorj the 
siaall e::cess of phenylacetylene that reaained and the iodine 
present due to decomposition. Fron the residue which novr re­
gained in the distilling flash there v;as crystallized froa 
dilute alcohol about E of di--Dhenyl-di-acetylene, 0^,11^0=0-
C=C-GqII5, ni.p. 88°. 2his coapound v:as identified "by the pic-
rate a.p. 108°. 
RSAGTIOU 0? IIITRGBSTiZISS vcITH BZiIZYIlllC-I'SSIUH G]iLORI])E 
Since the reaction of nitrobenzene witii phenjlaagnesiun 
bromide had yielded phenol, diphenjlaaine and diphenyl it t7as 
believed that the reaction of nitrobenzene tvith benzylaagnesiua 
chloride, G6lioGZ2l'l6^Gl, v/ould yield benzyl alcohol, C5II5GII2CH, 
benzylaniline, G 51-15^110 HgCgHs, and dibenzyl, G5li5GIl2GI:2C5ll5. 
Hovrever, the reaction, at least under the conditions used, did 
not appear to proceed in a manner exactly analagous to the reac­
tion of nitrobenzene and phenylnagnesiua bromide, .-jaonr the 
products a large amount of benzaldehyde v;as produced for which 
at first no satisfactory explanation could be offered. It v/as 
conjectured that this might be due to an oxidizing action of 
the nitrobenzene^ Accordingly, it was proposed that the use of 
a tertiary compound, ter-butylmagnesiun bromide, (GIl3)2G-IlgBr, 
would ayoid the possibility of this oxidizing action, and that 
the secondary amine, ter-butylaniline, would then be obtained. 
28. Peratoner, Gazz. chim. ital. ^  (2) 69. J. Ghem. Soc. 64, 
(1) 18 (1893). 
jrlowever, tlie res"u.lts oi the reacticn of nitro^benzene v/ith 
{CII3 igC-lilgBr tiirev/ no light at all on -he fo mat ion of oenz-
aldehyde "because even in this case ter-butjlaiiiline v/as not 
o"btained nor v/as ter-"bu.tyl alcohol or the coupling product, 
di-ter-"butyl, {0^3)5-0-C This failure aay have been 
due to the apparently ijjistable nature of (CilglgC-llgBr. It was 
then proposed to deterniine v;hether nitro"ben2ene acting- on iso-
propylraa5nesiuin bromide ;vould produce the oxidation product, 
acetone. Acetone I'las not produced and it Y;as then concluded 
that the explication of the fornation of benzaldehyde oust be 
sought in some other point. ..orh v/as then resumed on. -che reac­
tion of benzylnagnesium chloride v;ith nitrobenzene. After some 
experiments it v/as determined that along v^ith the much tarry, 
decomposition and condensation products the rather unstable sub­
stance, lT-Ii*-dibenzyl-I^-;;'-diphenyl hydrazine, (C5H5) ) 
IT-lIlCHpCsHs) vCgila) v,'as produced and that this xinder the condi­
tions of —orhing up the reaction mixture, reacted v;ith v/ater to 
produce the benzaldeh^-de, aniline and benzylaniline. 
Follo-tving is a description of these experiments made and 
V7cr]:ed up in a manner in accordance \7ith the belief that benzyl 
alcohol, benzylaniline and dibenzyl ^.vould be produced. 7ollovir-
in£- these is an experiment in which the tetra-substituted hydra­
zine v/as obtained and in v;hich it v/as shoira that this hydrazine 
reacting v/ith water was producing the benzaldehyde whose pre-
sense in the former experiments v/as unexplained. 
Ilitrobensene (49.E g,, 0.4 aole) was dissolved in 200 
cc. of ether, cooled \7ith an ice-salt nixt-a.re and 1.1 noles 
C5H5GI£2lIsGl added slowl;' v;ith stirring over 4 iiO-ars. T-he re­
action aixture v/as then stirred for aii additional hoiir. The 
mixture was decomposed ;vith dilute 'iCl. Three layers separat­
ed. ?::ach layer v/as steam-distilled and fractions collected. 
Top layer (ether). Oil passed over having the odor of 
benzaldehyde. 
•Middle layer (thou^rht to be aaine*x{Cl). This v/as steam-
distilled froa the acid laediiin and a Siiiall anount of oil passed 
over. It was then aade alkaline i7ith liaOH and the steam dis­
tillation continued but only a snail amount of oil passed over. 
'.Vater layer, v.as made alkaline and steam-distilled. Only 
a siaall amount of oil passed over. 
;J-1 oily fractions that appeared and sraelled like oensal-
dehyde were combined, and fractionated; 
Traction I — up to 150 
Fraction II — 130 to 1S5 — 15. g. 
Traction III — 135 to £45 
Fraction II boiled mostly at 170-80® and smelled like ben­
zaldehyde. It ga-ve a color Y^^ith Schiff's reagent and a preci­
pitate with phenylliydrazine which melted at 155*^. Therefore it 
contained bensaldehyde. 
Fraction III was probably a mixture of benaaldehyde, pos­
sibly benayl alcohol, and dibenzyl. 
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;J.l steam cistillate fractions '^riiich. appeared lilie diben-
zyl T/ere eonbined and fractionated, yielding IS (gross yield 
22.7^3) dibenzyl, Cglls-CIIs-CZs-CsHs, m.p. 50-2°. 
Second Ssperinent. nitrobenzene vith. BenzylinsLgnesiiin Gbioride. 
Nitrobenzene (49.2 g., 0.4 nole) was treated v;itii 1.6 
noles of CgHoCHgl^l- "^"-e reaction aixture was cooled iritli 
running vrater. After 5 hours the nixttLre v;as deconposed with 
water, the ether la^rer separated, dried with i;a£S04 and dry IICI 
passed in to precipitate the amine. L tarr^r precipitate cane 
down. The ether layer was poured off and petroleum ether (b.p. 
40-60®) added to it whereupon nore tarry precipitate, thought 
to be anine hj'-drochloride, came down. !.Iore HCl was then passed 
in, and the ether-petroleun ether layer poured off. 
The supposed amine hydrochlorides were treated with iraOH 
and extracted with ether, the ether evaporated and the residue 
vacuum distilled: 
Fraction I — 100-150°/20 nm. — 18,4 g. 
Fraction II — 150/20-200/12 on. — 19,7 g. (possibly 
C 5H5IIHC HgC 5H5) 
Fraction III — 200/12-260/4 on, — 24.6 g. 
Fraction 17 — Residue — 39.5 g. 
Fraction I was redistilled and the portion boiling at 194-
214° collected (15.8 g.). Fron this boiling point it was thought 
that this fraction might contain soae benzyl alcohol carried 
down with the h^'-drochloride precipitate, L portion on oxidation 
with EilnOA yielded benzoic acid; however on treatment with phe-
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nylisocyanate, GgiloIICC, no eiitirel^' satisfactoi^'- derivative 
could cs Detained. 
Fraction II •s'as redistilled and the Tjortion "boilinr fron 
— 
270-315° (tho-u^ht to be benzjlaniline, GsHsI^nCHECsEs ("b.p. 298-
300°j) collected and put in petroleum ether to crystallise but 
no crystalline material could be obtained. 
Ihe ether layer containing the dibenzyl and supposedly 
the benzyl alcohol •i^as then distilled at atmospheric pressure: 
Fraction I — up to 150 — nostly petroleun ether 
Fraction II — 150-240 — should contain Coil5GE20H if present 
Flection III — 240-290 — 35.7 a* (dibenzyl} 
Fraction 17 — 290-335 — 4.6 S* (unloiown) m.p. 75-80° 
Fraction 7 — Residue — 4.2 rr &• 
Fraction ii was redistilled and the portion boiling near 
200° collected. This aay have contained some benzyl alcohol. 
The residue -^ras added to fraction iii which was distilled and 
the portion boiling froni 250-90° collected. Practically all 
boiled at 272-5° (uncor.). (I-Cnown dibenzyl boiled at 273°). 
This portion >7eighed 31.8 g-, m.p. 52°. Kixed melting point 
with Imotrn dibenzyl 52°. Yield 43.775. 
Fraction lY,. b.p. 290-335°, was combined with the residue 
left after distilling the dibenzyl, and dissolved in petroleun 
ether. Crystals separated -rrhich melted at 110°. Further cry­
stallization brought the nelting point to 115°. L nixed melt­
ing point showed the compound to be identical with the uniden­
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29 tified compound obtained in sniall anotinu oy Oilman and Beaber 
from practicallv all of the reactions of benzylmagnesitm chlo­
ride and alkyl esters of p-toluenesulfonic acid. This compound 
30 is not p-bensjldibenzyl , p-G0H5Gii2*G5A4-CH2*C^G5H5, vrhich 
TTOuld correspond to p-phenjldiphenyl, P-G5H5*G5lii«G6ll5, obtain­
ed from the reaction of nitrobenzene and phenjlnagnesium bro-
nide. 1 mixed melting point also shoT:ed the conpound to not be 
p-ditoljl, p-p-GIia• G5H4• G • CH3. 
THE RSAGTIOi: C? IIITROBSISSES, 2:2iZYL GliLOHIBS AUD IIAGUKSIUI! 
Ili ETHER SOLuTIOi: 
The magnesium (1.5 moles) vras placed in the 2-necked flask 
Yj-ith the usual set-up and about 5 cc. of benzjl cZilorido (talcen 
from E23 g., 1.6 moles) and 5 cc. of ether added and the Grig-
nard reaction allowed to start. The remainder of the benz\'l 
chloride and 49.E g. (Q.4 mole) of nitrobenzene were mixed v/ith 
500 cc. of ether and run in slowly, at the same time the flask 
being cooled with an ice-salt bath. The mixture of benzyl 
chloride and nitrobenzene in ether vras added over a period of 
four hours and then allowed to stand overnight. The reaction 
mixtxire then gave a very faint test for Rl.Igl. The small amount 
of unused magnesium was filtered out and the reaction mixture 
decomposed with dilute HGl. The u'hole was then steam-distilled. 
ES. C-ilman and Beaber, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 47, 525, note f (19E5). 
30. Fuson, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 48, E941 (19"^). 
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After removal of the etlier an oil passed over at first and 
later a solid havin^r the appearance of dioenzyl. 
ihe or£;anic layers "ere e::tracted fron the \?ater distil­
late with ether, the ether evaporated and the residue distilled 
Fraction I — 160-30° — 30. g. 
Fraction II — 190-240° — 10. g. 
Fraction III — P.esidue — (solid) (dibenzyl; 
Fractions I and II had the odor of oen2aldeh;i'de and benzyl 
chloride. They -frere corubined and treated with 4:0-^ liallSOs solu­
tion and the addition product, GsHsOHO-IiaESO^, precipitated, 
17.5 g. equivalent to S.S g. "benzaldehj'-de being: obtained. The 
benzyl chloride \7as distilled, yielding 19 g. free from benzal-
deh^-de and benzyl alcohol. 
The dibensyl fractions vvere distilled: 
Fraction I — 260-80° — m.p. 45-50° 
Fraction II — 230-300° — n.p. 50-60° 
Fii^ction I 7;as redistilled and collected at 275-80°, 30.2 
£. melting at 51-2° being obtained. The residue was added to 
fraction II and dissolved in ligroin. Large long crystals 
separated T.'hich melted at 95-105° and after a second crj-stalli-
zation brought the aelting point to 115-17°. A aired nelting 
point sho«-ed the compound to be identical vvith the unidentified 
compound obtained in the previous experiment and by Gilnan and 
Beaber^^. Further concentration of the mother liquor gave 2 g. 
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dibenzyl neltinfc at 52°. Tlie total yield of dibensvl was 
T ^  ^ ! A A \ g. ;44«o5o;* 
After the stean distillation a blacZ-:, oily material re­
gained in th.e flasl-:, and v;as insoluble in tlie v/ater. Tne mix­
ture T/as niade alkaline and steaa-distilled but onlv a siiall 
«• 
amount of oil passed over. The steam distillation vras given 
up as unsatisfactory/ and the material extracted with ether, 
v:hich was evaporated and the residue vacuum distilled: 
Fraction I — up to 100°/5 m. — 5. g. 
Fraction II — 100-200^/5 rin. — 14. g. 
Fraction iii — 200-80°/5 nn. — 15.1 g. 
Residue SO. g. 
Fraction I had the odor of aniline. It boiled, hov/ever, 
on redistillation at 130-215°. It cave a h;-drochloride from 
ether solution v/hich raelted at 185°; \7ith bromine vrater a pre­
cipitate nelting at 85°; v.ath acetic anhydride a conpound aelt-
ing at 175°. The compound is yet unidentified. 
Fraction II vras redistilled: 
Fraction I — 205-340° (most at 225-50° }• — 10 g. 
P.esidue 4 g. 
Fraction I on bein^- cooled gave a yet unidentified crystal­
line coapound melting at 110°. 
The reaction did not yield a fraction Trhich appeared pro­
mising to yield benzylaniline as was expected but gave a large 
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amo-iat of tarrj and apparently deconposition aaterial. 
?R2?ARATI0IJ AiiD AIlAliYSIS (JF ter-BuTYi::AGi:z:SIUi.I BROLIIDZ 
{gh3)3-c-:i%3r 
One hundred thirty-seTen grass {1 mole) of ter-butyl bro-
nide ^ ras aixed with 400 ce. of dry ether and ran T;ith stirring 
onto 24.3 e- (one-half of vvhich had "been activated;. The 
reaction v^ent Ti.^orously and ^ras cooled v/ith ice i^ater. ju.rin£j 
the reaction a gas v/as given off v;hich vas passed into 3r2'CGl4, 
decolorizing it. A layer of liq[uid separatee! at the botton of 
the OCl^. On heating, the two layers v/ent into solution. -The 
CCI4 was fractionated sind about 5 g. liquid boiling at 145-155° 
obtained, sp. g. 1.762^ °^/^ *^ ° 11 1.5088. These constants checlc 
those of (CH3)£CE-Br'CE2Br, nanely: 3.p. 148-9/735 cm., sp. g. 
1.798140^ H (calculated) 1.503. 
After completicn of the reaction the volume -was brought 
up to 500 cc. with dry ether, 5 cc. samples reaoved ajid titrat­
ed far HilgZ. 
50 cc. HCl — .1069Ii — 26.S cc. i:aOII, 1038i;) 24.5;^ yield 
50 cc. ilCl ~ .1069E — 27 cc. MaOH, 10382) of (CH5]3CL:sBr 
•The unused :jg recovered v/as 8 g. This yield agrees rea-
sonabl;,' well irrith that previously reported, 20.6$i, by the authors . 
31. J. i'un. Ghen. Soc. 45, 2462 (1923). 
—6«5— 
Eli^CTIOII OF i;iTHu3ZNZ2!:i: All]} ter-2U?YIi:AGi:i:SIUI=I SHOLIIDS, 
(^"3) 3^ 
Seven and foiir tenths graras (7.4 g . )  o f  nitrobenzene v;ere 
Qised v.'ith 200 cc. of dry ether in a o-necked flac/., and cool­
ed v;ith ice water. I'he (GIi5)3Golg2r (0.25 sole} prepared in 
the previous run -eras run in slo^lj—the reaction nixture turn­
ed dark—and tras allo^jred to stand overni£-ht. It was then de­
composed with 500 cc. 1:1 HGl, "Che acid layer separated, aade 
alkaline v;ith I^E^OH and e:ctracted v/ith ether to reaove the oil; 
layer. The ether 7:as dried with IIa2S04, evaporated and the 
residue distilled: 
Fraction I — 200-225° 1.5 g. (partly solid) 
Fraction II — Residue 
Fraction I upon crystallization from ligroin (b.p. 60-80^ 
gave a small aaount of an unidentified conpound r,'hich laelted a 
143°. Since ter-butylaniline is a liquid boiling at 210° it i; 
evident that it was not produced in this reaction. 
?he ether layer was then fractionated but did not yield 
either ter-butyl alcohol or di-ter-butyl, (GEglgC-G (GH^)^* 
gave about 10 g-. of raaterial boiling ^rith decomposition at 40-
115° and yielding a strong Beilstein test for halogen. 
REAGTIOIT OF I^ITROBEKZSSE ^ ITH iso-PROPYLuIAGI^ESIUK 3H0IIID3 
One mole (123 g.) of iso-propyl bronide was converted to 
the Grignard conpound, (CHglgGEl^Br. To this was added 24.6 g 
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(0.2 nole) of nitro"benzene, ^ter four hours the reaction mix­
ture gave a faint test for excess did not af^er stand­
ing: overnight, i'he reaction aixture was then decoaposed by the 
addition of v:ater, the ether layer separated and treated v/ith 
200 cc. of 40.3 I;a:iS02 solution to remove any acetone, if pre­
sent; 1.7 2, of solid separated. If this v/ere the addition pro­
duct, {G;:5}2C0.j;!aIISQ5, it ^;70uld be equivalent to only .51 g. 
acetone—a negligible anount. The IlaHSCs solution vras then 
treated trith :ra2CC3 and distilled. The temperature rose g:radu-
ally to 101*^ when distillation vras stopped. This distillate vras 
redistilled and the tenperature quickly passed 55*^ thus showin£7 
no acetone present. There •eras a slight pause near 80^ showing 
the possibility of iso-propyl alcohol. 
I'he ether solution containing the anine, the di-iso-propyl, 
(C:-i3)2CH«CH(CZ2)2, s^d possibly some iso-propyl alcohol \'xas 
carefully frac t ionated: 
Fraction I — up to 40° — ether 
" II — 40-50 — possibly ether and di-iso-propyl 
III — 50-75 — " •' " 
" lY — 75-80 — " iso-propyl alcohol 
Y — SO-200 — sniall aaount 
" YI ~ E00-260 
711 — 260-250/25 
" VIII — Residue 
It was believed that fraction VI "yrould contain the aaine, 
G5H5SHCiI{0113)2, o.p. 212-3®. It v.'as redistilled and the frac­
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tion boiling at EOO-40^ collected ^hich in turn Viras redistill­
ed: 
Fraction I — E00-20° 5.4 
^ jl — — 40 ••••••••«•••••• 4® 'o * 
Fraction I was soluble in 1101 and yielded a negative car-
b^'lanine test. It was too impure to ;'ield a good derivative. 
Fractions III and lY "believed to contain "Che iso-propyl 
alcohol ;7ere combined with the alcohol fraction fron the KaHSCg 
solution and fractionated but onlv eth^^l alcohol [derivative, 
p-nitrobenzoate, n.p. 57^} was obtained. ?}iis, no coubt, cane 
fror; the ether used in separating and extracting the organic 
layer fron the vrater used in decomposing the reaction niixture. 
Fraction II, page 64, believed to contain ether and di-iso 
propyl, vras treated vrith concentrated II20Q4. 
to separate the ether froa it but the entire anount dissolved 
in the acid thus showing no di-iso-propjl, b.p. 58°. 
TH2 R3ACTI0K OF I^ITROBHNZlJSi: \/ITH 33I*2YL:;:AGII?;3IU:5 CHIOHIDS ?0 
Yl SU) syn- DIPHHI.'YLSIBE!-: ZYUT/DRAZ HiS 
One aole of bensvlnagnesiuin chloride -/as prepared from 
136 g. (1.08 noles; of benzylchloride and £6 g. of aagnesium in 
ether solution in the customary- waj. To this, 30.8 g. (0.25 
mole; of nitrobenzene were added drcpr^ise with stirring and 
with cooling of the reaction flask by running v/ater. The re­
action nixture vjas alloT/ed to stand overnight and i7as then de-
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conposed by the addition of 100 cc. of ^ ater. Tlie ether lajer 
\72.s poirred off froa the solid basic cia^nesixLn brociide and the 
ether eraporated b^- blowing air over it. dark oil regained. 
This had no odor of benzaldeliyde nor did it ~ive a precipitate 
v.'ith phenylhjdrasine. The oil v/as vactLum distilled: 
Fraction I — up to lOO/lQ mn 4.0 g* liquid 
^ II — lOO-loO/lO 40.7 solid 
III — 150/10-200/5 12.2 g. 'liquid 
lY — 200-290/5 29.7 5. 
" Y — Residue 7. g. tar 
Fraction I contained a small anount of noist'ure ana after 
arming over iZagSO^. was redistilled yielding 2.5 g. boiling at 
170-90°. This material contained aniline as v^as sho77n by the 
fact that it gave a strong carbylainine test and with benzoyl 
chloride gave benzanilide, n.p. 158-60^, and v/ith p-nitrobensoyl 
chloride gave p-nitrobenzanilide, in.p. 210° (204°). The mate­
rial did not contain benzaldeh v^^ 'de as was evidenced by its fai­
lure to yield a precipitate in 20,0 acetic acid v?itli phenylhy-
drazine. 
Fraction II, the greater part of v.'hich boiled at 155-45°/ 
10 nua., solidified on cooling and consisted mostly of dibenzyl. 
It was dissolved in drj' ether and dry IICl passed in which pre­
cipitated a small amount (4 g.} of basic material. This was 
filtered out, the ether removed by evaporation and the remain­
ing dibensyl distilled, boiling at 272-77° and melting at 50-2°. 
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The yield was 31.5 g. ^ter deductirig froni this aaoimt 3.9 
•shich is the aaount estrnated to have been forced during the 
Crirrnard reaction, the yield fron the reaction was S2.6 g. 
(49.7-:^}. 
Fraction III was dissolved in dry ether and dry i-IGl passed 
in whereupon 4.5 g. (19^o crude yield) of syn-diphenyldibenzyl-
hydrazine hydrochloride, {C0II5) (C5H5GII2 (G 5II5GH2) (G5115) • 2 HCl, 
vrere precipitated. After cr;,'stallization from alcohol-HCl, the 
identity of this material was established by its nelting poinf^"" 
213° (215°) and by the fact that on refluxins: with dilute acid 
it yielded^^ benzaldeh^rde (identified by the phenylhydrasone, 
m.p. 155°], aniline (identified by the tribronaniline, a.p. 119°) 
and benzylaniline (hydrochloride, 2.p. 190-5°). Altho the free 
hydrazine boiled over a considerable ran^re, v/ith partial decon-
po sit ion, this difficulty irras also experienced by Wieland and 
Fressel'^^. 
The ether-HGl filtrate from the hydrazine hydrochloride was 
evaporated and the residue distilled yielding 5 5. of material 
boilin.5 at 250-90°. After 6 crystallizations fron alcohol this 
yielded material melting at 115° -^hich was identical as shovrn by 
a nixed melting point, with the corresponding; material obtained 
fron the other runs T7ith bensylraagnesiun chloride. 
The material in Fraction IV was apparently such a mixture 
of decomposition and condensation products of the hydrazine that 
no compound could be separated from it. 
32. Franzen and Zimmerraann, 3er. 2567 (1906). 
35. Ann. 592, 150 (1912). 
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'j'trr*^; "^rntrvt*^ t • ^ "'vc tttt*' t3t?'*»*tt*n*'^ 
It was "believed tliat ethjlnaLgnesiiun bronide reacting: 
T^ith nitrobenzerxe Tronld prod-j-ce s-.n-ciieth^^l-ciphenyl h^drasine, 
(G5H5} (C2~5)-'-I»'(C2H5; {33£5), since benzjlna£-nesi-an chloride 
reacting "ffith nitrobenzene had produced sja-dibenz^'l-diphenyl 
hydrazine- This contention -kTas borne out by ezperinent. Zlor/-
ever the isolation of s^.Tn-dietr^yl-uiphenyl hydrazine iras a 
rather difficult tas> on account of the ease with '.vhich it de­
composes. It was necessary to vacuum distill the aaterial at 
a pressure of 0,5 ran. or less and even then distillation xras 
acconpanieQ by much deconposition. V.'ieland " had previously 
experienced this difficulty and reported the naterial as boil­
ing over a range and obtained onl2^ a small amount of pure mate­
rial boiling at 141°/l mm. v;e find the material to boil at 
118-23°/.5 am. or less. The product on refluxing v;ith dilute 
KGl yielded acetaldehyde, aniline and eth^'laniline as reported 
by v.'ieland®^ but \70uld not yield the reported color reactions. 
This failure may perhaps be es^lained by the fact that Jieland 
prepsired the h;,''drazine from the corresponding tetrazine v/hich 
itself yields the reported color reactions. 
— *55 iiepworth treated nitrobenzene vrith ethyl bromide and 
magnesium in ether in cold and reported the formation of 
ethylaniline and azobenzene under these conditions. On repeat­
ing this experiment T/e find that the alleged ethylaniline boils 
24. Vfieland and Fessel, Ann. 592, 133 (191E). 
55. Hepworth, J. Chem. Soc. 117, 1004 (1920). 
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OYeT a wide range, £00-70°. 21iis naj be due to the presence 
of the h^rdrazine and its decomposition products. 
One-iiair mole (52.5 g.} of nitrobenzene was treated T.'ith. 
4 equivalents (2 moles) of ethylmagnesium bromide vrith stir-
rin- at room temperature for 4 hours. I-he reaction mixture 
was then decomposed vrith SII4CI solution, the ether laver sepa-
Pttfti THBI^ 
rated, by tiassing a stream of air over it. The oilv residue so 
obtained v/as then at once vacuum distilled at a -tqitj 1ot7 pres­
sure, 0.5 mm. or less. 
Fraction I — 30-115° 14 £. 
Fraction II — 115-E5° (most 118-23°) .... 9 g. 
Fraction III — 125-65° 5 g. 
Residue 
Fraction II contained the hydrazine, (C6H5) (C2H5)I^-
-HC2ii5) (Ggils), as v/as shown by the fact that on refluxing vrith 
dilute IICl, acetaldehyde (colored Schiff's reagent, also strong 
odor} "cvas evolved and the acid solution yielded a strong car-
bylamine test shov;ing the presence of aniline. 
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at?3l:?t to tiitha-phsiiyl sydhaziig ?ho:i tlis neactioi: c? 
iiitscbsi'zizce ^;d ?h3c:i;yiiiagi:^siui.i broiiips 
Since "benajlnagnesiua chloride and eth^''lEiagnesitL!n "broraide 
had ^.--ielded h^rdrasines on reacting r/ith nitrobenzene it rras 
underta3cen to deteraine whether under very carefiii procedure 
tetra-phenyl hydrazine, {G5il5;jji:-LI(G5K5], was -oraed and could 
be isolated fron the reaction of nitrobenzene and phenylaagne-
siun bromide. On careful fractional crystallization of the 
products of the reaction no fraction was obtained indicative 
of tetra-phenyl hydrazine- I'oveover the reaction mixture be­
fore any ci^rstallization vTould not yield the color tests for 
the hydrazine^^. 
One-tenth mole (12.5 g.} of nitrobenzene in 100 cc. of 
dr;: ether yas treated slowly with phenylnagnesium bromide (0.4 
aole) with stirring at room temperature. The reaction mixture 
after standing overnight vras decomposed v/ith HHzGl solution 
the ether layer separated and extracted isrith KaOII solution in 
order to remove the phenol. 
"he ether layer was then dried over iia2S04 and evaporated 
somewhat by passing a stream of air over it. Shis solution 
did not give the color test^^ (green to reddish-violet on treat­
ment with acetic acid and heat) for tetra-phenyl hydirazine. The 
solution was then cooled and crystals separated which were fil­
tered out. The mother licuor was then further concentrated and 
56. iVieland and Gambargan, 3er. 39, 1499 (1906). 
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a second crop of cr;v'"stals obtained, ^his process ~;as repeat­
ed "ontil 6 different crops of crystals '.^ere obtained. 2ach 
of these crops of crystals nielted lov/er than the neltin^ point, 
70°, of diphenyl and upon recr^'stallization proved to be a 
nixVare of diphenyl ana diphenjlaniine. After obtainin;?: the 5 
crops of crystals an oily residue renained v/hich would not 
yield more crystalline laaterial. This residue was treated in 
tixe cold with concentrated H2SG4 in order to rearrange*^^ any 
tetra-phenyl h^'drazine, if present, to diphenyl benzidine, 
C5K5l;IIC5H4*G5H4liHG5H5 which then could be separated as the 
h^^drochloride from the diphenyl present and could be easily 
detected by its high melting point, 234°. After neutralizing 
the H2SO4 vrith I;aOII the organic material v;as extracted vrith 
ether, the ether dried and IIOl passed into it. A hydrochloride 
precipitated which when filtered out and treated \7ith ITaOII 
yielded only diphen^'laraine and not diphenylbenzidine, thus 
showing that tetra-phenyl hydrazine v/as not present. 
REACTIOH 0? BliCTZriAiriLIiTS OXISS v^ITH PHSHyLLIASKZ^SIU:.! 3R0-1I])3 
Dime thy laniline oxide, -.ras prepared according 
to the method of Bamberger and TschirnerS*^. Two-tenths mole 
(27.4 g.} partially dissolved in 500 cc. of warm (40°; benzene 
was treated vrith two equivalents (0.4 ride) reacting. 
The reaction mixture was decomposed Tsrith dilute HCl, the ether-
57. 3er. 52, 545 (1899). 
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benzene layer separated and extracted vrith ~aOI£ to renoTe 
phenol v7hich vras then isolated as the insoluble tribronophenol, 
12.55 £r. equivalent to 3.56 g. phenol, bein^ obtained. yield_, 
19>l 
22ie ether-benzene la^rer after the IvaOH extraction was 
evaporated and the residue distilled 2'ielding: 8.6 c. dipheni.'l. 
Yield, (S.6 g. ninus 2.6 g. orl^inall^- present at start) 19.5^^. 
The 'ivater lajer was purple. About 100 g. ITI14GI V7as added 
to it and then IIIi40H until alkaline. I'he purple color is-as 
discharged and a very ssiall araou:at (about 1 g. ) o? a solid 
compound separated T;rhich v/as easilj soluble in i;Cl ;'-ieldin£; a 
purple color. Ilie alhaline solution -.ras extracted with ether, 
the ether dried over IIa2SC4 and distilled yielding 2.5 g. of 
diaeth-'laniline, b.p, 1S2. Yield, 9,1;3. 
Tin: RTJACTIOI; or' 2?;IYL WITH PEZ:TYI:^AGEBSIO:I 3RO::I2:: AT 
l0~; tsipepjltures 
The reaction between ethvl nitrate and phenylaagnesiun 
bronide -was investigated "ith special reference to detenain-
ing \7hether at very low tenperatures (-60° to -100°) the first 
step in the reaction was as folloT/s; 
c2h50~l'i02 y ggri^iiiog 
The chief concern v;as v/hether or not nitrobenzene was fonaed. 
Zinlcead^® has previously studied this reaction at ice 
38. rinlcead, R. 17., Chen, ilews 122, 4-5 (1921); C. A. 15, 832. 
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temperatures and had reported the production of a blue solu­
tion, on extraction vrith GIIGI5, which had the properties of 
an indicator. The reaction of eth;:l nitrate v/ith other RJ.l£:Z 
compounds had been studied uj Hepvjorth^^ y/ho found that using 
Gl'sligl there v^-as produced (CHsjgllCH and using CgHsI-IgBr, 
(C2H5)220H was produced. ?he temperature vras no lower than 
-15°. 
It seemed reasonable to believe that if the first step 
in the reaction were the formation of nitrobenzene this night 
be proven b-r using a large excess of ethyl nitrate and con­
ducting the reaction at a very low tenperatxire in order to 
prevent reaction with the nitrobenzene formed. However, the 
prediction was not borne out by experimental evidence since 
in no case was nitrobenzene obtained altho the temperature 
was exceedingly' low {-100° ?). 
Phenylmagnesium bromide (0.2 nole) in ether solution, 
was run dropwise into 0.3 mole of ethyl nitrate with stirring. 
The reaction flasi was cooled in a slush of solid C0£ and ace­
tone. ]>j.ring the first minutes of the addition the reaction 
mixture was dark colored and later a v/hite precipitate appear­
ed. At lihe end dilute HGl was added, the ether layer separated, 
dried and vacuum distilled. 
The only products obtained were diphenyl and phenol which 
are products of the reaction v/ith nitrobenzene. 
The water layer v;as made allcaline and steam distilled but 
nothing passed over. 
39. Hepworth, J. Chem. Soc. 119, 251-60. 
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k second ran \7as inade "but v/ith the saae results. H:£rX 
was present at the end of one hour after adaition thus in­
troducing douht as to whether the reaction haa gone at the 
q 
loiT teaperature. A third and fourth run was raadc at -15 
and at oP respectirelj out no nitrobenzene vxas fonaed. 
?ilh2 ii 
S2UIY oi; A:;TI-KI;OS:: :£A?I;RIALS . 
•ihs phsparal'ion 07 tjiltra-styp.yi zjihl), {c6h5-ch=cm}4?b. 
In connection with a series of studies "being carried on 
"by Lr. j. Sweeney and Henry Silnan on the effect of 
the structure of organo-lead coapoxinds in suppressing the 
•^Icnocic" in internal coiaoustion engines, it was deeaed advis­
able to prepare tetra-styryl lead (3gIl5«CH"Cli)4:^b. -Ihis would 
give a coapoTind from which the effect of unsaturation might be 
determined, 
I.'.idglej^^ has shovrn that tetra-ethyl lead has a pronoun­
ced influence even in veiy low concentration in suppression of 
gaseous detonation. lie proposes the following hypothesis for 
the explanation of the detonation: There exists a critical 
pressure above which the coabustion reaction proceeding through 
the gas Qust travel at the velocity of sound. :^'hen the trans­
mission of cheaical activity reaches this velocity, a condition 
called "detonation" is produced. 
40. i-Iidgley, J. Kng. Checi. 14, 589, 84S, 894 (1922). 
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Later .Vendt— ^proposes the folloviriiig explanation: "It 
is T7ell I-inovrn that all Tlasies are highlv ionized—that is, 
thej are excellent carriers oT aji electric- current. This 
aeans that the energy released in the reaction of the hjdro-
cart-on \?ith oxygen serves in part to literate electrons from 
the reacting molecules. The advance of electrons propelled 
at hifr:! velocitj fron the flaae front undoulDtedly ionizes the 
nolecules in the r-aseous region ^ust ahead of the flane. This 
ionization is tentatively regarded as the essential activation 
and the factor directly responsible for the increased accele­
ration of the flanie. .^t hi^^h tenpera^ures and hirh pressures, 
such as alv;ays olDtain when detonation is excessive, the velo­
city of the liberated electrons is hirgh and their energ^r' is 
readily ahsoroed by the combustible gas. The rate of flazne 
propagation therefore becosies extremely high. It is, then, 
the function of the antiknock molecules or, more particularly, 
the lead atoas present in the coaaonest example of antilcnoch, 
to attract these electrons, thus forming highly charged lead 
ions and preventing the fomer ready ionization of the unburned 
h^rdro carbon." 
Ap 
Subsequently, Gharch, I^ack and Boord in an extensive 
study of many different organolead compounds as tvell as other 
organometallic derivatives s^i^gest that the following points 
are applicable; 
41. •.»endj and 3-rimm, J. Eng. Chem. 1^, 890 (1924). 
42. Gharch, Hack and Boord, J. iiag. Chem. IS, 334 (1926}. 
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(1) The aatiIuioc> coapoimc. should have an appreciaole 
yapor pressure belov; 400°. 
(2; Should ceconpose cuicicly on heating yiel<iin{^ the 
netal {lead} in the fom of a very fine dust. 
(S) "V.'hen the particles of a r^etal such as lead are 
lioerated in t'iie hot oxidizing atcosphere of the 
cylinder—for er:as.ple, "by the decomposition of lead 
tetraetkj'-l—they v/ould tend to undergo alnost inne-
diate oxidation. This innediate o:cidation of the 
liberated netallic particles is assumed to be the 
third condition necessary to the functioning- of the 
antiknoch material. It is held that the nature of 
the oxidation of the anti>nock material under the 
conditions of its operation and the influence of this 
oxidation upon that of the combustible cylinder .^ases 
are sufficient to account for its effect in causinf; a 
suppression of detonation of the fuel X7ith which it 
is used. 
"The very fine particles (or Tapor} of the anti­
knock netal are conceived as underroing such rapid 
oxidation as to develop sufficient heat to raise then 
aonientarily much above the teiaperature of the yet un-
burned gases in v/hich they are present. There is 
thus created at a definite stage in the engine cycle 
a lar~e number of centers, in and very close about 
v;hich there is produced sin abnomally high tezapera-
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"trare. Sucii a condition v:ou1q tend to cause a par-' 
tial osidation of tiie fuel ratr-er Iiocioj^eneously 
throu-ghout ius entire voluiae. Tlie antilcnocl-: -/ould 
tnus f-onction as a kind of auxiliary- ignition s;,'s-
teci, tending to start oxidation of the fuel aiiead of 
the actual flane front in a region of hot, highly 
compressed gases. 2hese ^s.ses uiider other conditions 
v:ould oe cheaically unchanged until the flaae front 
had passed throu~h thea, or until their pressure and 
tenperature had "becone great enou^jh to cause their 
detonation." 
Organolead coapounds can be prepared in several \7ays: 
(1) Reaction of metallic lead r/ith alkyi iodides-^; 
(2] reaction of lead sodiura-'.vith organic halides^; 
(5) reaction of di-ethyl zinc and lead chloride-^; (4) reaction 
of 'Jrignard reagents ;"ith lead chloride"^^. 
Trie first of these laethods yields only very snail (quanti­
ties; the second is used on an industrial scale; the third is 
a "bit expensive and inconvenient and the fourth finds applica­
tion as an excellent laboratory method. 
45. Cahours, Gonpt. Rend. 1001 (1855); Ann. chin. 122, 57 
(1852). 
44. LSvrig, Joxir. ?rai:. Ghea. 304 (1865). 
45. Buckton, ?roc. Ho;-. Soc. Uv, 585 (185S); iUin. 109, 218 
(1855). 
46. Pfeiffer and Tr-iiskier, 3er. 37, 1125 (1S04). 
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f-
One nole of st^rylniajTnesiuni broaids, 0, 
was prepared froin two moles (366 g. } of beta-bromostjrene, 
G5l£5CiI:CI£3r, and tvro moles {43.5 q.) of ma^rnesi'iin (estinLat-ed 
jield of abo'iu 50p). The excess ciagnesiuin v;as filtered 
frora the Srignard solution and tlien one-half nole, (loS.5 g.) 
of dr;-, finelv gro-ond -"bCl2 added in sniall bits to it v/ith 
stirring. .1 vigorous reaction took place and a dark precipi­
tate separated. The reaction nixture v;as alloi:?ed to stand 
overnight after which it ^s.ve no test for ?Z'^Z. It was then 
decomposed b^' pouring into iced -.Tater and the ether layer sepa­
rated. On concentration and cooling of the ether layer the 
couplin?: product of the '3-rignard reaction, diphenylbutadiene, 
C5H5*GII:CH-CH:CII«C5li5 , separated in larce quantities. On 
recrjstallization 50 sj. rrere obtained neltin^ at 147-8°. The 
nother licucr on further concentration regained as a thick oil 
fron which no more diphenjlbutadiene would separate. Atteapts 
vrere then made to -vacuur} distill the residue. A snail Quan­
tity of diphenrlbiitadiene v/ould pass over at first but the 
lead conpound v70uld quicicly decompose with the production of a 
very black material even when pressures below 0.5 nm. were 
used. Hops of vacuTon distilling the tetra-styryl lead was en-
7;ere 
tirely pjiven up and efforts/nade to separate the lead conipound 
froa the hydrocarbon by the use of various solvents. It ap­
pears that the h^i'drocarbon, diphenylbutadiene, is more soluble 
in petroleuia etlier zheji the lead conpound and v/hen the aix-
ture is extracted viith this solvent a vvax;^ residue is left 
which is onite rich in tetra-stvr^.'l lead. Jor the p-arpose of 
testini;^ the antiknoclc property of the lead conpoiind the pres­
ence of the hydrocarbon v/as not deeraed ob.iectionable. 
Letemination of the quantity of tetra-styryl lead present in 
the niixt'ore was aade by an analysis for lead. Solutions in 
gasoline, containing various concentrations of tetra-styryl 
lead were then nade for testing the effect of its antiknoc> 
property. 
'-•Vhile tetra-styryl lead has not yet been obtained in 
IQOfi pure form the impure nixture shows all the characteris­
tics of such a lead coinpound. On i.enition the wasy material 
quicltly becomes very liquid then darkens sonewhat and as it 
reaches a hifjher temperature quicl-cly decomposes with a puff 
and with burning, yielding a smoke of finely divided lead and 
lead oxide aiid leaving a residue of lead oxide and ver^^ small 
globules of metallic lead. It is fairly soluble in gasoline 
and easily soluble in the common organic solvents. It dis­
solves easily in furfural also. It reacts with bromine in 
acetic acid solution yielding the lead as lead bromide. 
v/or}: along the general lines suggested by the experiments 
in this thesis is being continued. Incomplete experiments 
indicated that s;.'mL-dimeth;^ldiphenyl hydrazine is formed, as 
v;oulc. "be expected, in ths reaction of nitrobenzene v;ith 
me thy lna.5ne s iun ioc-ide. It nay be- that hydrazines result 
froni the reaction cf nitrobenzene with all sinple alZ-cylma^rne-
si'vira halides v/hile the secondary anine is produced ~ith aryl-
.•:ia?nesitiia halides. .Vork on bsnzaldoxine indicates that there 
is no oxidizing action here resulting- in the formation of 
either phenol or diphcnyl. 
(Ij l.'itrosobenzene reacts -v^ith three equivalents of phenylaag-
nesiurn bronide yielding aiphenylamine and diphenyl, 
(2) riphenyllaydroxylaniine, (0 0115Igl-'OIi ^sacts with three equi­
valents of phenylaagnesiura broinide and yields diphenylaaine 
and diphenyl and not phenol. 
(3) liitro eorapoonds such as nitrobenzene, o- and p-nitrotolusne 
and alpha-nitronaphthaleneJ react v:ith four equivalents of 
phenylnia,rnesiuni bronide yielding phenol, the corresponding 
secondary aciine as diphenylanine, o-tolylp/ienyl amine, 
alpha-naphthylphenyl aaine, and diphenyl. 
(4i Benzylciagnesiun chloride and eth^'lnagnesiun broaide react­
ing v/ith nitrobenzene yield the corresponding tetra substi­
tuted r^.'drazines, syn-dibenzyldiphenyl hydrazine and s^ra-
dieth;,'ldiphenyl hydrazine. 
(4) Diaethylaniline oxide reacting vrith phenylaagnesium broinide 
yields in sraall amount phenol, diphenyl and di:nethylaniline 
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Ztiyl aitrate does not jield aitrocenzene when subject­
ed to reaction v;ith phejaylr^agnesiuin "broiaide. 
"o f .  tjn 
Lead tetra-styryl nay be prepared from styrylaagaesiua 
broaide and lead chloride. It is being used in conjunc 
tion with certain solrents in a study on anti-knoci 
niaterials. 
